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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Throughout their service life, aircraft are subjected to

the combination of environmental attack and varying loads. The

structural integrity of the vehicle can be impaired by surface

degradation due to corrosive action or when crack damage is

developed or aggravated by the environment.

A major structural aircraft subsystem which experiences high

maintenance cost due to the interactions of high load levels and

environmental attack is the landing gear subsystem. This sub-

system usually consists of a series of nonredundant structural

elements that are exposed to numerous aggressive environments

during their lives and yet have to be fabricated, for the most

part, from materials which are known to be susceptible to

environmentally assisted cracking.

Great care is taken during manufacturing and processing to

ensure that these nonredundant structural elements are as flaw-

free as possible. However, even with good quality control,

minute cracks can be developed, for example during grinding and

plating of high strength steel parts. Also, as with any aircraft

structural subsystem, small cracks can be initiated during

service life from latent damage sites developed by fretting,

pitting, intergranular stress corrosion cracking (for aluminum

alloys) and fatigue.

In landing gear structural components, the cracks of

principal concern initiate on the surface of the component.

Cracks, whether initially present or service developed, can

propagate to failure in these highly-loaded nonredundant

structural subsystems and cause system failure.

Therefore, this program was undertaken to systematically

investigate chemical environment-load interaction effects on

crack propagation behavior. It was focused by developing a set

of design guidelines and criteria for a durability and damage

tolerance control plan for landing gear structural components.

Current life prediction capability was assessed in conjunction

with experimentally developed crack growth behavior.
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In Phase I, Initial Flaw Characterization, a field survey

was conducted in order to catalog the size, type, and locations

of flaws in landing gear components.

In Phase II, Algorithm Development, a crack growth predic-

tion capability was developed through analysis and test that

accounts for environment and load interaction effects. The

Willenborg model was the basis of model development. A technique

was developed for predicting the growth of semi-elliptic surface

flaws. Materials studied were 7049-T73 and 7075-T6 aluminums

and HP-9Ni-4Co-.30 and 300M steels. Crack growth tests were

performed on seventy-six specimens.

In Phase III, Verification Test Program, a flight-by-flight

test stress history was prepared for a landing gear component.

The F-15 main landing gear was selected to establish the stress

values and to estimate times associated with the stress condi-

tions. This history is based on design loads for the gear, and

not on field measurements. Using the prediction capability

developed in Phase II, crack life predictions were prepared for

the verification test specimens and 18 tests were conducted.

In Phase IV, Formulation of Guidelines, the experimental

data were evaluated to develop recommendations for a Durability/

Damage Tolerance Control Plan for landing gear structure.

Structural criteria that can be used in landing gear design and

the chemical environment for landing gears were outlined.

2



SECTION II

INITIAL FLAW CHARACTERIZATION

A field survey was conducted by AFFDL and McDonnell Douglas

at Ogden ALC (Hill AFB), 21-24 September 1976. The objective was

to identify crack-like damage that had resulted in structural

failures in landing gear components. This survey is reported in

greater detail in Reference 1. The term "crack-like damage" was

used to describe latent damage sites from which there had been

negligible crack initiation time to an initial crack configuration.

During the first phase of the survey, depot metallurgical

laboratory reports from 1971 to Aug 1976 were reviewed to identify

causes of damage and to obtain estimates of the range of flaw

sizes and shapes for each cause. The reports consisted, in most

cases, of a brief history of the problem, optical or transmission

electron microscope photomicrographs of the fracture surfaces and

pertinent metallurgical information such as alloy, chemical compo-

sition, surface condition and hardness. The,basic sources of

initial damage were found to be: 1) processing operations,

2) latent material defects, 3) mechanical damage, and 4) corrosion.

The next phase of the survey required the determination of a

single initial flaw size and shape which was representative of

the range of initial damage observed for each cause. To determine

these geometries, "ball park" estimates of the sizes and shapes

for each cause were prepared. These estimates were then critiqued

and refined during separate group discussions with depot mainten-

ance engineering personnel and laboratory metallurgists.

The initial flaw geometry estimates, as determined by this

process, are summarized in Table 1. The flaw depth of 0.008

inches in steel caused by localized untempered martensite and the

flaw depth of 0.010 inches in aluminum caused by a corrosion pit,

as determined from this survey, were used to define test conditions

for this program.
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TABLE 1
INITIAL FLAWS FOR LANDING GEAR COMPONENTS

Cause of Damage Dimensions (in) Comments

Processing Operations 0 h-

Localized Overtempered Martensite --- T 0.003 Occurs in steel during grinding operations

* Localized Untempered Martensite 0.10----- - 0.008 Occurs in steel during grinding operations

Chrome Cracking 0.10-1 1- Crack depth equal to depth of chrome layer

Latent Material Defects 0.1

* Inclusions 0.005
• Fogin Defcts0.10-1 I"-

Forging Defects w-- 0.020 Dimensions shown are for forging laps

Mechanical Damage 1.0

* Field Induced Damage in Steel --10.25 l- .0

Field Induced Damage in Aluminum ------ T 0.02-- I 0.50 t' 0 0
* Shop Induced Tool Marks 0.50-- ---- 0.003

Corrosion
* Corrosion Pit as Initiation Site for 0.020-1t- 0.010 Depth of crack approximately half that of

Stress Corrosion Cracking in Aluminum -{ compressive layer induced by shot peening
* Corrosion Pits as Initiation Site for 0.010-i - Depth of crack approximately half that of

Stress Corrosion Cracking in Steel . compression layer induced by shot peening
* Corrosion Pit as Initiation Site for 0 .0 1 -I "- 0 Occurs only in fatigue critical regions

Fatigue Crack Growth 0 .._ 0.005

GP78 0753 21
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SECTION III

ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT TEST PROGRAM

1. TES_' PROGRAM SUMMARY - The purpose of this progran was

to obtain experimental data necessary for developing and

evaluating a set of crack growth incrementation algorithms.

Table 2 summarizes the test plan. Two steels (300M and

HP-9-4-.30) and two aluminums (7075-T651 and 7049-T7351)

were each subjected to 18 tests. Data was obtained to

define material behavior, verify stress intensity solutions

for part-through elliptical flaw geometries, and develop

crack growth prediction algorithms. The test series was

identical for each material with the exception of Specimen

12 for which test conditions were selected independently

in each caq. The tests had four objectivus:

TABLE 2
ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION TEST PROGRAM SUMMARY

Specimen Si Typ E Stress Frequency Wave Sha Overload y
Number pecimen ype Environment Ratio cps Test Type

1 Center Cracked Panel < 10% R.H. Air 0 10 Sinusoidal - Develop da/dn and
2 0.5 10 - Evaluate Stress Ratio
3 - 1 10

4 3.5% Salt Water 0 10 -

5 0 1 - Evaluate Frequency
6 0 0.1 -

7 3.5% Salt Water 0 10 Trapezoidal -

8 0 0.1 Evaluate Wave Shape
9 0.5 0.1

10 .1-1 0.1 -

11 Bolt- Loaded WOL 4 Sustained - Develop da/dt
12 Center Cracked Panel Both - - Duplicate Test

13 3.5% Salt Water 0 10 Sinusoidal Const Amp Determine Shut-Off
14 1 0 10 Ratio Under Single
15 < 10% R.H. Air 0 10 Overloads and Under
16 3.5% Salt Water - - Spectrum Spectrum Loading
17 < 10% R.H. Air - - I t

18 Elliptical Flaw < 10% R.H. Air 0 10 Sinusoidal - Evaluate K

Test series is identical for each material. GP78-0753 44
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* Characterize each material by developing constant ampli-

tude fatigue crack growth rate data in a reference environment.

(Specimens 1-3).

* Develop and evaluate a linear summation model of environ-

mentally accelerated crack growth. (Specimens 4-12). Speci-

mens 4-6 were used to evaluate the effects of frequency on

environmentally assisted crack growth rates. Specimens 7-10

were used to evaluate wave shape effects under an aggressive

environment and the interaction of wave shape with frequency

and stress ratio. Specimen 11 was used to develop sustained

load da/dt data and to determine if such data could be used to

predict environmental acceleration with a linear summation

model. Specimen 12 was used to duplicate any one test in each

material which appeared to give results which were inconsistent

with expected trends.

* Determine the overload ratio required to shut-off constant

amplitude fatigue crack growth. Assess the interaction of

environment and spectrum loading. (Specimens 13-17).

* Evaluate the stress intensity solution for part-through

elliptical flaw specimens used in verification testing.

kSpecimen 18).

2. TEST SPECIMENS - The specimens were of three types:

center crack panels, bolt-loaded WOL specimens, and panels

containing elliptic surface flaws. Generally, the center

crack panels were used for cyclic tests, bolt-loaded WOL

specimens for sustained loading tests, and surface flaw

panels for stress intensity calibration and subsequent

spectrum tests. Test specimens are shown in Figures 1

through 4. The center crack panel shown in Figure 1 was

used in the majority of tests.

The bolt-loaded WOL specimens, depicted in Figures

2 and 3, were used to develop sustained load crack growth

rate data in a 3.5% NaCl water environment. These

specimen configurations allow a constant displacement to

be maintained. With a compliance gauge attached to the

front face of the specimen, the bolt is torqued until the

6



desired compliance is obtained. As the crack propagates,

the compliance of the specimen increases and the constant

displacement provided by the bolt results in decreasing

stress intensity. This arrangement does not require sus-

tained load equipment and permits long-term tests to be

performed economically.

-[ -
4.50

EDM Slot

Pre-Crack
0.200S A A II

0C _L__ _ 18.00

C: 0.100
0

_J

Details of
EDM Starter Slot

and Fatigue Pre-Crack

Grip Section A-A

Area

I-4.00- 0.250-I I-
GP78-0753-18

Figure 1
Center Crack Panel Specimen

During the sustained load tests using the bolt-loaded

WOL specimen (Figure 2) with the aluminum alloys (7075-T6

adn 7049-T73) it was found that the cracks curved away from

the midplane of the specimens. Sometimes the crack forked.

In order to force the crack to remain in the midplane,

specimens with side grooves (Figure 3) were used for sub-

sequent testing in aluminum.
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0.81 it0.005

1. 000.300±t005

1o05.944 - 1.944
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GP78 0753 19

Figure 2
Bolt-Loaded WOL Specimen



0.125 R L 0.25 ±0.005

0.500±0.005-

0.250 0.005-
2.900
+ 0.005

3.400
+ 0.005 4.000

0.005 20 Thd C1.3 Through to Notch

+ 0.005

0.1 6 25 R I

'0.81 + 0.005

+ 1.000 0.300±0.005_1_94
-+0.005 

-1.944 944
±0.005 -0.005

Note: All dimensions in inches. GP74-0753-132

Figure 3
Modified Bolt-Loaded WOL Specimen for Aluminum

Prior to sustained load tests, the bolt-loaded WOL sDeci-

mens were cyclically loaded through the bolt head and a trans-

verse pin to develop compliance and da/dN versus AK measurements.

This was necessary in order to characterize the bolt-loaded WOL

specimen configurations. Specimens made from the environmentally
resistant aluminum and steel materials (7049-T73 and HP-9-4-.30)

were used to verify a stress intensity solution for the con-

figuration shown in Figure 2. A specimen made from 7049-T73

was similarly used for the Figure 3 configuration.
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The elliptic surface flaw specimens, Figure 4, were

used for stress intensity calibration for the part-through

crack, and have the basic configurations used for the veri-

fication test program (Section VI). The reduced section

in the steel specimen was required in order to properly

simulate stresses experienced in landing gear components,

and maintain load levels within the capacity of available

fatigue test equipment. The predicted finite width

effect on crack growth was negligible.

3. TEST PROCEDURES

a. Pre-Cracking Procedures - Center-crack specimens

were pre-cracked at a stress ratio of 0.02 until the total

crack length was approximately 0.20 inches. The final 0.04

inches of crack extension were performed at a stress level

equal to or less than that at which the subsequent test was

performed.

Bolt-loaded WOL specimens were pre-cracked by cyclic

loading, through the bolt head and a transverse pin, at a

0.02 stress ratio until a 0.20 inch crack was introduced

at the chevron notch, Figures 2 and 3.

Elliptical-surface-flaw specimens had EDM notches of

size and shape required to produce initial flaws on the

surface at two locations. The initial flaw sizes and shapes,

based on those found in landing gear components during the

characterization phase of the program, are summarized in

Table 1.

b. Specimen Loading and Instrumentation - Cyclic

testing was performed in an MTS test system, consisting

of a hydraulic power supply, load frame assembly, electronic

control console, and tele-printer. The specimens were

loaded through self-aligning hydraulic grips. Teflon roller

guides were installed against the specimen surface to pre-

vent buckling during application of compression loads.

10
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Figure 4

Elliptic Surface Flaw Specimen
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During testing, surface crack lengths were optically

monitored using a cathetometer with a 30X microscope.

Crack growth measurements during constant amplitude tests

were made after every .05 inches of crack growth (approxi-

mately). Subsequent to overload application, crack growth

was monitored more closely to identify the transient

behavior which occurs. During constant amplitude tests

with overloads, the crack length was measured after each

overload. Similar records were made after each .02 inches

of growth after the overload until .20 inches of crack

growth occurs. Thereafter, the measurements were made after

every .04 inches of crack growth until .50 inches growth

was obtained and the next overload applied.

Sustained load crack growth tests using bolt-loaded WOL

specimens required compliance calibrations. A compliance

gauge was used to measure the applied initial stress

intensity, through the known relationship of displacement

and stress intensity. The gauge was removed and crack

growth was monitored every 15 minutes for two hours until

enough data was obtained to estimate the time interval for

.05 inches of crack growth. Crack lengths were subsequently

measured at the end of the estimated time intervals.

Elliptic surface flaw lengths were recorded after each 0.02

inches of crack extension. After each 0.06 inches of crack exten-

sion the displacement gage was placed on knife edges across the

crack mouth of the longest crack and displacement was measured

at 10% load increments up to maximum load and returning to zero

load. The gage then was removed and the specimen was subjected

to marker band cycles at 65% of the constant amplitude test load.

The procedure of measuring crack length after each 0.02 inch of

extension and measuring displacement across the longest crack

and applying marker band cycles after each 0.06 inches of crack

extension was repeated for each specimen until specimen failure.

The number of marker band cycles applied was reduced as the cracks

grew longer. It was found that the best marker bands were

produced by cycling at the 65% load level until minute surface

12



growth occurred. After completion of the test, the fracture

surfaces of the specimens were examined and crack depth (a)

measurements were made from the marker bands.

c. Environmental Control - The plastic pockets used

to contain environmental solutions for cyclically loaded speci-

mens are shown in Figure 5. This containment method was used

for both the salt water (3.5 percent NaCl in distilled water)

environment and the low humidity environment. Low humidity

air environment (<10% R.H.) was provided using silica jell

desiccant.

I- Mylar Sealed
Around Edges

-. Crack WWith Silastic

Adhesive

Buckling
Guides[ 00

Specimen GP78-0753-20

Figure 5

Environment Control System

4. CONSTANT AMPLITUDE FATIGUE STRESS RATIO EVALUATIONS -

(Specimens 1-3) - Constant amplitude fatigue tests were

performed on 12 center crack panels (three per material)

to determine the effect of stress ratio on crack growth rate

and to verify an analytical stress ratio correction. Tests

were performed at stress ratios of 0, 0.5, and -1 for each of

the four materials in a low-humidity air environment (10% R.H.).

The wave shape used for these tests was a sinusoid, applied

at a frequency of 10 Hz. During the tests, crack growth was

visually monitored and crack length recorded at approximately

0.05 inch intervals.
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The results of constant amplitude crack growth testing

were summarized using the procedure shown in Figure 6. They

are presented in Table 3 in terms of number of cycles to

grow a center crack over the range of crack lengths shown

for each material. In order to develop data over a wide

range of stress intensities with a single specimen, the tests

were performed with the stress level incrementally increasing

as the crack length increased. The lives summarized in Table

3 are based on integration of the da/dN data obtained from test

for a center crack in a 4 inch wide panel. For comparison, con-

stant amplitude stress levels in steel were assumed to be 20 ksi

and in aluminum to be 10 ksi. (The crack lengths at rupture

varied predominately due to Kc variations among the materials.)

Fracture

I Maximum stressIt I / 20 ksi in steel
10 ksi in aluminum

2a

C
-c

0

0.3 in. to
Fracture

Cycles

GP78-0753-133

Figure 6
Algorithm Test Program Summary Procedure
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TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF CONSTANT AMPLITUDE RESULTS FROM

ALGORITHM TEST PROGRAM

Specimen 7049-T73 7075-T6 HP-9-4 300M
Number Objective Environment Stress Cycle Cycles From Cycles From Cycles From Cycles From0.3 to 3.5 0.3 to 3.3 0.3 to 3.5 0.3 to 2.0

1 Developda/dN <10%R.H.Air 0 10 cps 2210001/J 102000 199000 128000
2 and Evaluate 0.5 658000 466000 706000 1097000
3 Stress Ratio -1 161000 150000/ 156000 167000

1 107000

4 Evaluate 3.5% Salt Water 0 10 cps 29500/ 31400 214000 298000/
Frequency 27500 98300

5 0 1 cps 15300 22200 148000 20000
6 0 0.1 cps 19100 22400 101000 4300

7 Evaluate A 0 10 cps 27900 28800 217000 83800
8 Trapezoidal 0 0.1 cps 45500 29200 157000 564
9 Wave Shape 0.5 0.1 cps 149000 104000 361000 765

10 -1 0.1 cps 31600 28000 180000 819
OGP1U-1063-S

Notes: Tests 1 thru 6 use sinusoidal wave shape, tests 7 thru 10 use trapezoidal shape.

Test lives are quoted as the number of cycles required to grow a center crack in a 4 inch wide panel
from the smallest to the largest crack length shown. Stress levels in steel were assumed to be 20 ksi
and in aluminum to be 10 ksi. Final crack lengths vary due to Kc variations among the materials,

Z Second result, where shown, is result of duplicate test.

The results of the tests used to evaluate the effects

of stress ratio are summarized in Table 3, and Figures 7

through 10. The figures also present predictions based

on an analysis procedure discussed in Section IV.

5. CONSTANT AMPLITUDE FATIGUE FREQUENCY EVALUATIONS -

(Specimens 4-6) - Constant amplitude fatigue tests were

performed on 12 center crack panels (3 per material)

to determine the effect of cyclic frequency on crack growth

rate and to verify analytical results obtained with a

linear superposition model (Section IV). Specimens were

tested at frequencies of 10 cps, 1 cps, and 1/10 cps for

each material. Each specimen was subjected to an aggres-

sive environment (3.5% NaCI - distilled water) during

test. The wave shape was sinusoidal. During the tests,

crack growth was visually monitored and crpck length

re(-)rded at approximately 0.05 inch intervals.
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The results of this series of tests are summarized

in Table 3 and Figures 11 through 14. 300M steel shows a

much larger effect of test frequency in the 3.5% salt water

environment than any of the other materials. The 300M shows

more than a factor of 20 decrease in crack growth life as the

frequency is reduced from 10 cps to 0.1 cps. The other ma-

terials are affected by a factor of two or less, showing a

decrease in life as the frequency decreases from 10 cps to

1 cps, but show only a small effect of further reduction in

frequency from 1 cps to 0.1 cps.

6. CONSTANT AMPLITUDE FATIGUE WAVE SHAPE EVALUATIONS -

(Specimens 7-10) - Sixteen constant amplitude fatigue

tests were performed on center crack panels to assess

the interaction of environment, stress ratio, cyclic fre-

quency, and wave shape on crack growth. Four tests were

performed on specimens from each material using a trape-

zoidal wave form, Figure 15, in which the load rate

allowed a great portion of the cycle to be held at a con-

stant peak stress. One test with the trapezoidal wave shape

was run at 10 cps, the others were run at the frequency

showing the largest environmental effect, 0.1 cps. These

tests were run at stress ratios of 0, 0.5, and -1. All

specimens were subjected to the aggressive environment

(3.5% NaCl - water) during the test.

The results of these tests are summarized in Table 3,

and in Figures 16 through 19. By comparing the trapezoidal

and sine wave test results in Table 3, it can be seen that

the trapezoidal wave has little effect except in 300M at

the low frequency where the crack growth life is decreased

by a factor of about 7. This is expected since, according

to several sources, 300M exhibits large sustained load crack-

ing rates in the salt water environment (e.g., References 2

and 3).
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These trends are also evident in the data shown in

Figures 16 through 19 where the growth rates at 10 cps are

presented for the dry air environment, and for the salt

water environment with sine wave and trapezoidal wave

loading. The data show that even 300M is little affected by

change in load wave shape at high frequencies. Similarly,

Figures 20 through 23 present data indicating that there is

little effect of frequency with the trapezoidal wave shape

loading, except for 300M. This material exhibits a factor of

100 increase in growth rate as the frequency decreases from

10 cps to 0.1 cps (Figure 23).

The combined effects of wave shape and stress ratio

are demonstrated in the test results presented in Figures

24 through 27. By comparing these data with those presented

in Figures 7 through 10, it can be seen that the effects

of stress ratio for tests performed in salt water with a

trapezoidal wave shape loading are similar to those demon-

strated in dry air with a sinusoidal wave shape loading.

7. SINGLE OVERLOAD AND SPECTRUM TESTS - (Specimens 13-17) -

Two types of tests were used to determine the overload

ratio which shuts-off subsequent constant amplitude crack

growth. The first type of test was a series of increasing

single overloads applied at intervals such that interactions

of the overload effects were small. The second series of

tests were spectrum tests of center cracked panels subjected

to the accelerated stress history defined in Section V.

a. Single Overload Tests - (Specimens 13-15) - Ten

tests of center crack panels were used to assess the

effects of a single overload on constant amplitude crack

growth, in both the inert and aggressive environments.

The test procedure was to grow the crack under constant stress

intensity amplitude cycling until .05 inches of growth was

obtained, a single overload cycle ratio of 1.2 was applied,

and, subsequently, the crack growth was monitored until .50
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inches of total growth occurred. After the crack had grown

.50 inches, the next overload was applied. The overload ratios

and stress intensities that were used are outlined in r!-ble 4.

TABLE 4
SUMMARY OF OVERLOAD TEST CONDITIONS

Constant Amplitude
Material Stress Intensity Factor Environment

Kmax ksi ,/- Tested

7049-T73 15.3 Dry Air 1.5, 2.0, 2.4, 2.8
Salt Water 1.2, 1.5, 1.8, 2.0,

2.2, 2.4, 2.6, 2.8,
3.0

7075-T6 15.3 Dry Air 1.5, 2.0, 2.4, 2.8
Salt Water 1.2, 1.5, 1.8, 2.0,

2.2, 2.4, 2.6, 2.8

HP 9-4-.30 28.8 Dry Air 1.5, 2.0, 2.4, 2.8
Salt Water 1.5, 2.0, 2.4, 2.8

300M 28.8 Dry Air 1.5, 2.0, 2.4, 2.8
I Salt Water 1.5, 2.0, 2.4, 2.8

Note: ZL Constant amplitude cycling was performed at R = 0.
GP78-0753-131

Detailed results for HP-9-4-.30 in air are shown in
Figures 28-31. These figures demonstrate the technique

used to determine the number of delay cycles for each over-

load ratio. Since the overload tests were performed

under constant stress intensity amplitude cycling, the con-

stant amplitude growth rate appears as a straight line on
these figures. By fitting the constant amplitude slope

to the recovery portion of the data, the total delay
afforded by the overload is the number of cycles between

the constant amplitude lines.
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Crack Growth in HP-9-4-.30 After Overload Ratio of 2.0 in Dry Air
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Figure 31
Crack Growth in HP-9-4-.30 After an Overload Ratio of 2.8 in Dry Air

Figures 32-35 summarize the delay cycles, ND, for the

overload tests both in air and in salt water. The accelera-

tion of 300M crack growth in salt water following a 50%

overload (see Figure 36) was not expected. The remainder

of the 300M tests in salt water showed retardation but

generally less than tests in air. Overload tests of

HP-9-4-.30 steel showed slightly more retardation in salt

water than in air while the other materials showed more

retardation in air. In HP-9-4-.30 steel and 7049 aluminum,

the resistant alloys, the retardation afforded by overloads

in salt water seems to be very similar to that in air. In

the susceptible alloys, 300M steel and 7075 aluminum, the
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retardation produced by high overloads is significantly

less in salt water than in air. This indicates that there

may be a higher shut-off overload ratio in salt water

than in air for these materials. For analytical purposes,

shut-off overload ratios in salt water and air were con-

sidered equal.
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Figure 32

Crack Growth Delay Due to Single Overloads in 7049-T7351 Aluminum
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Figure 33
Crack Growth Delay Due to Single Overloads in 7075-T651 Aluminum
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Figure 35
Crack Growth Delay Due to Single Overloads in 300M Steel
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Figure 36

Crack Growth in 300M After an Overload Ratio of 1.5 in 3.5% Salt Water

b. Spectrum Tests - (Specimens 16-17) - Eight tests

of center crack panels were used to evaluate retardation

with spectrum loads. Two tests in each material were per-

formed using the spectrum defined in Section V, in the dry

air and in salt water environments. The test frequency

was approximately 15 cps.

Test results in dry air permitted selection of over-

load interaction zone sizes for each of the four materials.

The prediction methodology is discussed in Section V. Corre-

lations of analysis and test are shown ir Figure 37 through

44.
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Figure 37
Spectrum Crack Growth of 7049-T73 in Dry Air
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Figure 38

Spectrum Crack Growth of 7049-T73 in 3.5% Salt Water
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Spectrum Crack Growth of 7075-T6 in Dry Air
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Figure 40

Spectrum Crack Growth of 7075-T6 in 3.5% Salt Water
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Spectrum Crack Growth of HP-9-4- .30 in Dry Air
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Figure 43
Spectrum Crack Growth of 300M in Dry Air
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Figure 44

Spectrum Crack Growth of 300M in 3.5% Salt Water

8. SUSTAINED LOAD CRACK GROWTH - (Specimen 11) - Tests

were performed using the bolt-loaded WOL specimens,

Figures 2 and 3, to determine sustained load cracking

rates. The modified bolt-loaded WOL specimen (Figure 3)

was used for the aluminum alloys to force the crack to

remain at the midplane, eliminating deviations that

occurred in early testing. Only 300M developed

measurable sustained load crack growth, the data is

presented in Figure 45. The other alloys did not exhibit

usable sustained-load cracking.
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Sustained load crack growth rates were also determined

from the cyclic tests by assuming that high frequency sine

wave tests in the salt water environment result in cyclic

growth only, and that any additional growth at low frequencies

using a trapezoidal wave shape is due to sustained load

growth. Sustained load crack growth rates determined from

the cyclic tests are considerably higher than those obtained

from the bolt-loaded WOL tests (Figure 45). Data obtained

from the cyclic tests were used to correlate and predict

load-environment interactions. The procedures used

to derive sustained load crack growth rates from results

of cyclic tests are described in Section IV.

9. DUPLICATE TESTS (Specimen 12) - One test in each

material was repeated. The results obtained are compared

with the original results in Figures 46 through 49. With

the exception of the 300M steel data, the results of the

duplicate tests match the original results very well.

This indicates the small scatter expected between similar

crack growth tests. In contrast, the 300M steel in salt

water data, Figure 46, shows considerably greater variation

in growth rate (almost a factor of three scatter). The

second test agrees much more closely with the trends of the

remaining data, indicating that the first specimen might

have received improper heat treatment. A Rockwell hardness

test on the specimens showed the original specimen to have

an R = 46.5 while the remaining specimens varied fromc
R = 55 to R = 57, which is the specification range.c c

As a result of these tests, data from the duplicate test

in 300M steel was used for all model development and

comparisons reported herein.

Comparison of data on 7075 aluminum, Figure 48, shows

higher growth rates at low AK's in the duplicate test than

in the original test. The higher growth rates match

predicted trends better and were used for subsequent life

comparisons. Duplicate tests in HP-9-4-.30 steel and

7049 aluminum matched the original results so closely that
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life comparisons remained nearly unchanged. Table 3 shows

test lives for all of the stress ratio, frequency, and wave

shape variation tests. Lives based on duplicate test

results are noted.
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SECTION IV

ENVIRONMENT-LOAD INTERACTION MODEL

1. SUMMARY - The analysis of environmental acceleration of

crack growth is based on a linear superposition of cyclic load

and sustained load crack growth. Stress ratio effects are

accounted for by using an effective stress intensity range con-

cept based on closure. Crack growth analysis using the

combination of these two algorithms shows good correlation with

the results of the algorithm development tests.

The Willenborg model was the basis for extension of the

crack growth analysis to spectrum loadings. Results of single

overload tests and spectrum tests of center crack panels were

used to calibrate the model for predictions of surface flaw

crack growth under spectrum loadings. Stress intensity factor

solutions for semi-elliptical surface flaws were determined

using a slice synthesis model, and validated by comparisons with

finite element solutions.

2. STRESS RATIO EFFECTS

a. Forman Equation - The Forman equation, Reference 4, has

frequently been used to analyze stress ratio effects on crack

growth rate. The growth rate at negative stress ratios is the

same as that for R=O so that the Forman equation becomes

K -AK
da/dN = da/dN c for R > 0 (1)

IR=0 (l-R) K -AKR0 c

= da/dNIR=0 for R < 0 (2)

AK = K
max

In this formulation, the Forman equation has two limitations.

First, Equation (1) predicts the same effect of stress ratio for

all materials, except at stress intensities approaching the

material-dependent value of K c . Test data, such as developed

in the program summarized in Section III, shows that there are

material dependent differences in stress ratio effects which
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cannot be predicted by Equation (1). Secondly, Equation (2)

predicts no effect of compressive minimum stresses, whereas

test data generally indicates that compression increases growth
rates. Because the Willenborg Model predicts retardation by
reducing the stress ratio for a retarded cycle, negative stress
ratios frequently result within spectrum analyses. Therefore,

it is important that the effects of compressive stresses be

properly predicted.

Modifications to the Forman equation are possible, which
would reduce these two limitations. Equation (1) could be re-
written so that a material dependent coefficient could be intro-
duced; Equation (2) could be modified to predict increases in
growth rates with compressive stresses. An alternate approach,
described in the following paragraph, does not have the limita-

tions of the Forman equation.

b. Closure Based Solution - This prediction method is based
on analysis of crack surface displacements. Crack closure
determines the stress intensity range which is effective in
propagating the crack. This effective stress intensity range

is given by:

AKff - (l--) [1 - (l-R) K0] Kmax for R 0 (3)

eKff -K max

1_ [1 - K 0e .R] K for R < 0 (4)
Aef f  1_KO [-Ke Kmax

where R and Kmax are defined by the remote loading conditions

where KO is the ratio of closure stress intensity to K atmax
R=0, generalized as

K O = (0.33045 + 0.15164a - 0.01476a ) (5)

[1 + 0.6 (f /f - 1) - 0.156 (f /f - 1)2 ]

where

fm = monotonic yield stress

fc = cyclic yield stress
The parameter, a, was used to "tune" Equations (4) and (5) for

each material analyzed so that constant amplitude test lives
for R=0 and R=0.5 were matched. In the closure analysis of

Reference -5, a, was related to plastic zone conditions, a=l for
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plane stress, a=O for plane strain. However, in this analysis

a (and consequently K° ) was used only to correlate the R=O and

R=0.5 crack growth rate data and was not related directly to

plastic zone conditions. The parameters of Equation (5) used

for both constant amplitude and spectrum analyses are presented

in Table 5.

TABLE 5

PARAMETERS USED FOR STRESS RATIO CORRECTIONS

fmi fc A/ KoiA4

Material cA A km,i A ksi

7049-T73 0.70 72 72 0.429

7075-T6 -0.55 80 80 0.242

HP 9-4-.30 -0.55 212 212 0.242

300M -1.85 250 230 0

Notes: A Plastic zone size correction factor.± Monotonic yield stress.
Cyclic yield stress.

I& Ratio of Kmax.eff - AlKeff to Kmax-applied
for R = 0, constant amplitude loading.

GP78-0753-86

The closure based approach, as empirically used in this

program, has two advantages over the Forman equation: (1) pre-

dicted effects of stress ratio on crack growth rate can be

varied to account for variations in material behavior, and

(2) negative stress ratios generally are predicted to accel-

erate crack growth. Because of these advantages, the closure

based solution, Equations (4) and (5) were incorporated into

the analysis routine to account for stress ratio effects.

c. Comparison of Constant Amplitude Analysis and Test

Results - The constant amplitude lives determined from Forman's

Equations (1) and (2) and the closure based Equations (4) and

(5) are correlated with test lives in dry air in Table 6. This

comparison shows that the closure based solution is more accur-

ate at positive stress ratios than the Forman solution because

it is empirically "tuned" to produce good correlation. The
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closure based analysis for R=0.5 does not match the test life

for 3001 steel as well as it does for the other materials. To

obtain this correlation with the closure based equations, it

was assumed that 300M exhibits no closure at all (K°=0) in

Equations (4) and (5).

TABLE 6

SUMMARY OF STRESS RATIO EFFECTS IN DRY AIR

Stress Test/A Predicted /2 Predicted £
Material Ratio Life Life Life

Using Closure Model Using Forman's Eq

0 221,000 221,000 221,000
7049-T73 0.5 658,000 655,000 715,000

-1.0 161,000 181,000 221,000

0 102,000 102,000 102,000
7075-T6 0.5 466,000 464,000 598,000

-1.0 107,000 93,700 102,000

0 199,000 199,000 199,000
HP 9-4-.30 0.5 706,000 704,000 637,000

-1.0 156,000 186,000 199,000

0 128,000 128,000 128,000
300M 0.5 1,097,000 801,000 316,000

-1.0 167,000 128,000 128,000

Notes: Test lives are based on constant amplitude testing of center cracked panels from a = 0.15
inches to fracture. Maximum stress levels were 10 ksi in aluminum and 20 ksi in steel.
Test results for stress ratios of 0 and 0.5 were used to calibrate the model.

Test results for stress ratio of 0 were used to calibrate the model.

GP79-0753:a7

Life data resulting from negative stress ratio tests show

both accelerated and decelerated growth rates with respect to the

R=O baseline data. Duplicate tests of 7075-T6 at R=-l produced

lives of 150,000 cycles and 107,000 cycles. Thus, some of the

inconsistency may be due to test scatter. Generally, only one

specimen per condition was tested. Figures 7 through 11 further

demonstrate the ability of the closure based solution to correlate

stress ratio effects.
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3. LINEAR SUPERPOSITION APPROACH FOR PREDICTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL

ACCELERATION

a. Modification of Wei-Landes Approach - The Wei-Landes

linear summation hypothesis, Reference 6, suggests that environ-

mentally accelerated crack growth rates can be predicted by

adding the crack growth due to the individual mechanisms of

environmental attack and cyclic loading. This hypothesis,

when used to account for frequency effects, can be expressed:

da 1 da + da (6)
dNtotal f dtenvironment dNfatigue

The da is obtained from sustained load or low fre-
dtenvironmentda

quency cyclic tests in the environment, and aa is obtained' dNfatigue
from cyclic load tests conducted at high frequencies in air or

a non-aggressive environment.

The modification of the linear summation hypothesis used in

this program is that for any environment the total crack growth

rate for any cycle is the sum of two components; a cyclic com-

ponent which is environment dependent but independent of fre-

quency, and a sustained load component which is dependent on

environment and time at load.

da da da (7)
dNTotal dNCyclic dNSustained

Both crack growth rate components are dependent on the maxi-

mum stress intensity factor applied, K max. To compute these

components as functions of Krax two inputs of d_aa are used;r,' ad1T o t a

one a high frequency sine wave, the other a low frequency trape-

zoidal wave, both in the aggressive environment and at R=O. The

sustained load growth rate is approximated for a given K bymax

da f da (trapezoidal wave)
dt dNTotal (8)

da (sinusoidal wave)}

dNTotal

where f is the frequency of the trapezoidal wave. This data is

curve fit by the expression:
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da = 1 0A+B/K (9)dt(9

Equation (9) was numerically integrated for a 1 cps, R=0, sine

wave loading to determine the sustained crack growth rate for

sine waves of various K values. Only crack growth ratesmax

during the loading portion of the sine wave are integrated be-

cause it is assumed that the unloading portion of the cycle con-

tributes no growth. The sustained load crack growth rates com-

puted for the sine waves were curve fit with an expression similar

to Equation (9). The sustained load crack growth rates are in

the following forms:

da = 1 10 C+D/Kmax for sinusoidal loading
dNSustained f(10)

= tlo A+B/Kmax for sustained loading

The fatigue crack growth rate due only to cyclic loading is

determined for a given Kmax

da da
-cyclic - (sinusoidal wave)

dNcycic dTotal

da (sinusoidal wave)

JKSustained

Sustained load crack growth rates were determined using both

Equation (9) and sustained load tests using bolt-loaded WOL

specimens. The bolt-loaded WOL test in 300M steel was the most

successful. However, as shown in Figure 45, growth rates

determined from the cyclic tests were considerably higher than

those obtained from the bolt-loaded WOL tests. Data obtained

from the cyclic tests were used to correlate and predict load-

environment interactions.

Sustained load cracking during a cycle is assumed to occur

only during the loading portion of the cycle. When a trapezoidal
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wave is applied, growth is the sum of three components; cyclic

growth during loading, sustained load growth during loading

(analyzed as a sine wave), and sustained load growth during
the hold time. The unloading portion of a cycle is assumed to
produce no crack growth and is ignored in the analysis.

As shown in Figure 45 for 300M, the coefficients A and B were
determined to be -3.14 and -16.22. The predictions shown in

Figures 50 and 51 are obtained by applying Equations (7) and

(10) to the test conditions. Considering the large effect of

environment on the growth rates in 300M, and the scatter that
can be expected, the correlation of predictions and tests demon-

strated in Figures 50 and 51 is reasonable.
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The apparent high crack growth rates measured at low Kmax
and low frequencies (shown in Figure 50) might be due to pre-

cracking the specimens in the air environment. In the aggres-

sive environment the crack growth rates are very high and de-

crease slowly to levels nearer those analytically determined.

The initial deceleration shown may be due to (a) a slow build

up of residue on crack faces which would increase closure,

(b) some other change in fracture surface increasing closure,

(c) development of crack tip blunting in the aggressive environ-

ment, or (d) a combination of these effects. Precracking in

the aggressive environment may have removed the transient be-

havior and produced initial growth rates in better agreement

with the predictions shown in Figure 50.

Constant amplitude analysis results are compared with test

results in Table 7. The correlation is good in most cases.

TABLE 7
COMPARISON OF ALGORITHM TEST AND ANALYSIS RESULTS

Stress Cycle 7049-T73 7075-T6 HP 9-4-.30 300MSpecimen Objective Environment Sts Cyce Test Life/ Test Life/ Test Life/ Test Life/
Predicted Life Predicted Life Predicted Life Predicted Life

1 Develop da/dN 10% R.H. Air 0 10 cps 1.16 1.09 1.06 1.07
2 and Evaluate I 0.5 1.16 1.09 1.06 1.47
3 Stress RatioI - 1 1.03 1.24 0.89 1.40

4 Evaluate 3.5% Salt Water 0 10 cps 1.06 1.06 1.05 1.03
5 Frequency 0 1 cps 0.55 0.75 0.73 0.84
6 0 0.1 cps 0.69 0.76 0.55 1.38

7 Evaluate 0 10 cps 1.01 0.97 1.07 1.56
8 Trapezoidal 0 0.1 cps 1.64 1.06 1.14 0.93
9 Wave Shape 0.5 0.1 cps 1.84 0.80 1.28 1.23

10 -1 0.1 cps 1.14 1.03 1.37 1.35

Notes: Ai Tests 1 through 6 use sinusoidal wave shape, tests 7 through 10 trapezoidal shape.
GP?8.1083-4
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b. Spectrum Analysis with Environmental Acceleration -

Application of the crack growth algorithms to spectrum analysis

was straightforward. The spectrum was input as a series of

stresses and corresponding time increments to peak stress (Sec-

tion V). Stress levels were joined by haversine waves as shown

in the sketch. Sustained stress levels are represented by two

adjoining peaks having the same stress level, the peak to peak

time being the hold time.

Sustained Load Contribution

S6  S7

S24 No Contribution

Stress S4 
S8

S S34CVclic and Sustained
Load Contribution

S5

- tt t2 5 t3  t4  t t 7 s t8

t5  GPT"-753-138

Ti me

The stress history was simplified so that it contains only

peaks and valleys and the times at which they are applied. Thus,

during simplification, the stress level so is the first valley,

stress level s1 is dropped and s2 is the peak for the first

half cycle. The time increment for the first cycle is the sum

of t1 and t2 . da da

Under spectrum loadings, dNCyclic and dNSustained are

assumed to depend on the effective loading parameters computed

by the Willenborg model. Thus
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da d f(Km ff Reff)
dNcyclic

da A+B/K
dN Sustained = t 10A max-eff for sustained loading

1 1C+D/K
= 1 10 max-eff for sinusoidal loading

The following assumptions are also inherent in the analysis:

(a) The unloading portion of the stress cycle produces no

crack growth and is ignored in the analysis. The

stress intensity range and stress ratio used for analy-

sis are determined by a valley stress and the subse-

quent peak stress.

(b) Any half cycle having a stress ratio greater than 0.9

is treated as a sustained load.

(c) In the computation of sustained load crack growth, a

cycle has a peak stress intensity factor of Kmaxeff'

as determined by the Willenborg model, and Reff=0.

(d) Fracture is assumed to occur whenever the stress inten-

sity factor exceeds Kc .

Computation of cyclic crack growth considers only the

loading portion of the cycle, i.e., s5 to s6 is a load cycle,

s6 to S7 or s7 to s8 are assumed to produce no cyclic growth.

Similarly, computation of sustained load crack growth uses

only the loading half cycle and sustained load, the growth

is predicted by Equations (19) through (21). The cyclic fre-

quency is determined from the loading period, i.e.,

1f-- for s to s

2t 4  3 V

For sustained loads, i.e., half cycles having R > 0.90,

da AtloA+B/Kmax-eff
dNEnvironmental

where for s6 to s7' At = t7 .
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4. WILLENBORG MODEL

a. Generalized Willenborg Model - The Willenborg, et al,

model, Reference 7, as generalized by Gallagher and Hughes

(Reference 8) is the load interaction model extended to the

analysis of environmental effects. The original Willenborg

Model was developed to describe crack growth retardation fol-

lowing high-low block loadings. It is based on observations of

the following phenomena:

(a) Retarded crack growth occurs whenever the maximum

applied stress intensity is reduced.

(b) Such retardation is directly related to the reduction

in maximum stress intensity.

(c) The length over which crack growth is retarded, i.e.,

the load interaction zone, is proportional to the

plastic zone created by the maximum stress intensity.

(d) There is no retardation of growth if the current maximum

stress creates a load interaction zone which extends

out to or beyond a previously established interaction

zone.

Based on these observations, Willenborg, et al, assumed that

the load interaction effects were caused by variations in local

stress intensity as the crack grows through the residual stress

field produced by the overload(s).

Mathematically, the effective stress intensity for the

Willenborg model is expressed in Reference 7 as:

Kef f =K -K RE (12)

OLAa1/2
K =K ( _ -a ) - K (13)
RED max zOL max

where K is the applied stress intensity, KIED is the additional

stress intensity required to extend the current interaction zone

to that created by the overload, Aa is the growth followinj the

overload, and zOL is the overload interaction zone size. The

effective stress intensity range and stress ratio are computed

as,
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AK K max - Kmin K o - (K - KRED) = AKO (14)
eff eff eff max RED min

Kmin

R eff Kmin RED (15)
eff K max K -K

eff max RED

Thus, as noted in Reference 7, the Willenborg model pre-

dicts retardation by depressing the effective stress ratio below

that remotely applied while leaving the stress intensity range

intact. Since K RED decreases as the crack grows through the

overload interaction zone, the Willenborg model predicts that

maximum retardation will occur just after the overload and

that the growth rate will return to constant amplitude when the

current interaction zone extends to the end of the overload

interaction zone.

Due to the dependence of the Willenborg retardation on

effective stress ratio, a crack growth rate relationship which

interrelates the influence of stress ratio with stress intensity

range must be used. This relationship is discussed in Para-

graph 2. Overload ratio is defined as the ratio of overload

stress intensity to maximum stress intensity, for the current

load, and shut-off ratio as the overload ratio that prevents

subsequent crack growth.

The Willenborg model predicts zero value for the maximum

effective stress intensity, and thus no growth should occur,

when the overload ratio is two, that is, when K equals KwRED max

in Equation (12). This can be shown by rewriting (12) for the

maximum effective stress intensity as:

1/2

K eff = Kc - [KO L  (1 - ) - Kc] (16)
max max max zOL max

where KO L  is the maximum overload stress intensity, Aa is growth
max

following overload and z OL is overload interaction zone size.

Immediately following the overload, Aa is usually very close to

zero so that Ke f f is zero when KO L  is twice K"O
max max max
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Test results obtained by several investigators, References 9

through 12, show that the actual crack growth shut-off ratio can

be greater than two. Gallagher and Hughes, Reference 8, generalized

the Willenborg model to correct prediction of the overload to maxi-

mum load ratio required to produce cessation of crack growth. They

proposed modifying Equation (5) so that for R = 0:

Keff = K_ - D [KOL (i - Aa ) 1/2 Koo (17)
max max max zOL max

eff
For the condition of no growth, Aa=0, Kmax = KmaxTH

(threshold stress intensity) so that,

K01 maxTH
K
max

KOL (18)
max m 1

KK
max

KOL

where the shut-off overload ratio -- max) must be obtained from
K

max
tests for the given material, thickness, and stress ratio

(underload condition).

Gallagher and Hughes used the generalized model quite suc-

cessfully to predict the number of cycles required to return to

constant amplitude growth rate following an overload in two

steels having different yield strengths. Gallagher and Stalnaker,

Reference 13, also used the generalized model to predict magni-

tude and trends of crack growth rate data generated under

transport-wing simulation loading. The correlation of test

-nd analysis was significantly improved over that of the original

model.

The computer routine for the generalized Willenborg Model

S--as extracted from the Air Force's CRACKS II computer program,

Reference 14.
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b. Compression Loads Analysis - There are two effects of

compression loading. One effect is to increase the stress

intensity amplitude of the cycle following compression; analy-

sis of this stress ratio effect was discussed in Paragraph 2.

The second, and frequently greater effect is to accelerate the

growth caused by subsequent load cycles. In the program "Ef-

fects of Fighter Attack Spectrum on Crack Growth", Reference 15,

modifications were made to the Willenborg model to better ac-

count for the accelerated growth following compression. The

approach is to reduce the overload plastic zone size based on

the minimum stress intensity applied prior to the overload:

z _ [(K )2 3 ) 2] Y F 2
OL max -3 (Kmin 2 ty

OLwhere Kmin is the minimum stress intensity applied prior to the
overload, F is the material yield strength, and y is the

plane stress-plane strain coefficient; y = 1 for plane stress
1

and y -7- for plane strain. The multiplier 3/32 was empir-

ically selected to correlate predictions with the compression

loads test data presented in Reference 16.

The improvement in prediction accuracy obtained by includ-

ing compression in spectrum loading analysis is shown in Figure

52. The test data was obtained from the program "Effects of

Fighter Attack Spectrum on Crack Growth", and in this series of

tests the ground load was varied to investigate the effects of

compression. The earlier Willenborg model predicted small

impact of this variation, the improved model more accurately

predicted the acceleration observed in test.

The complete environment-load interaction analysis routine

is presented in the form of a user's manual in Appendix C.

5. MODEL CALIBRATION - The generalized Willenborg model was

used to account for the effect of high loads in a spectrum to

retard the crack growth produced by subsequent low load cycles.

The Willenborg model accounts for this retardation by using two

parameters; the overload interaction zone size, zOL, and the

shut-off overload ratio. The overload interaction zone size
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determines the amount of crack growth affected by an overload.

Increasing the interaction zone size retards the predicted

crack growth. The shut-off overload ratio determines the magni-

tude of the retardation caused by a given overload level. In-

creasing the shut-off overload ratio accelerates the predicted

crack growth.

1.4

1.2 Composite Baseline
(, Analysis Tuned Compression Loads~~~~to This Result-- aito

~Variation 4

g5 1.0 &a

U 0

o 0.8
0 ' ! • Test result

Compres sion Loads A Willenborg prediction

Variation 7 Improved Willenborg prediction

0.6 1_I I
-40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20

Ground Load - Percent Limit Load
GP78-0753-1 18

Figure 52
Improved Analysis of Compression Effects with Residual Stress Intensity Model

Values of both of these parameters were selected by corre-

lation with results obtained with tests of center crack panels.

The shut-off overload ratio selection was based on results of

single overload tests. The overload interaction zone size was

selected to correlate with the spectrum tests in dry air. The

premise of the Willenborg model application in this program was

that once parameter values were found which correlated spectrum

analysis and test results, they could be used with confidence

to predict the results of similar spectrum tests. The Willen-

borg model parameters used to make all spectrum crack growth

predictions presented herein are shown in Table 8.
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TABLE 8

WILLENBORG MODEL PARAMETERS USED FOR ANALYSIS

Material ROOT2 Al OLMAX A2

7049-T73 0.400 2.65

7075-T6 0.100 2.65

HP 9-4-.30 0.100 3.50

300M 0.028 350

Notes:

A ROOT2 is an overload interaction zone size factor
The interaction zone size is defined as

OL 2

ZOL ROOT2 max
2"7 Fty K OL

Ai max
Z2\ OLMAX is the overload ratio - which is determined

K max×

from tests to shut-off subsequent crack growth.

GP78-0753 22

a. Determination of Shut-off Ratio Using Overloads Tests -

To determine the overload ratio which shuts-off subsequent

constant amplitude crack growth, a series of increasing single

overloads was applied during constant amplitude tests. The

constant amplitude crack growth between overload applications

was sufficient to preclude interactions of the overload effects.

Results of these tests were presented in Section III.

Results of overload tests in steels indicated that overload

ratios of up to 2.8 will not cause crack growth shut-off in

either air or salt-water. In aluminum, overload ratios of 2.8

did shut-off crack growth both in air and salt-water while

ratios of 2.5 did not cause shut-off. These results were used

to select shut-off ratios of 2.65 in the aluminum alloys and 3.5

in both steel alloys.

The correlation of predicted and measured delay cycles for

the HP-9-4-.30 overload tests in both air and salt water is shown

in Figure 53. As shown, the shut-off ratio of 3.5 used for analy-

sis of HP-9-4-.30 steel correlates well with the higher over-

load ratios but predicts much less delay than measured for lower

overload ratios. This should result in conservative analysis

when applied to spectrum loadings.
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Figure 53
Effect of Overload Ratio on Delay in HP-9-4-. 30 Steel

b. Determination of Overload Interaction Zone Size Using

Spectrum Test Data - The overload interaction zone size selected

for the analyses was based on the retardation measured in spec-

trum tests in dry air. once the shut-off ratios were deter-

mined from the overload test results, overload interaction zone

sizes were determined by correlating analyses results with re-
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sults obtained from the center crack panel spectrum tested in
dry air to the accelerated stress history. Results of these

correlations are discussed in Section VIII.

6. SEMI-ELLIPTIC SURFACE FLAW ANALYSIS

a. Stress Intensity Solutions - Stress intensity solutions

for elliptic surface flaws were determined using a slice syn-

thesis technique described in Reference 17. A comparison of

these solutions with others is presented in Figure 54. In
Figures A-I and A-2 of Appendix A, the solutions are graphically
summarized and in Table A-1 are presented as closed form poly-
nomial expressions which can be readily used in crack growth

prediction computer routines.

The slice synthesis technique described in Appendix A was used
to obtain stress intensity solutions. In this approach, the flaw
is idealized as a series of center crack "slices" joined through

the thickness with edge crack slices to account for the shear

coupling between the center crack slices. The results presented
in Figure 54 show good agreement with those obtained using fine

mesh finite element models which are the most detailed employed
thus far in the analysis of the surface flaw. The slice syn-

thesis technique has the advantage over current models in that
finite width as well as thickness can be included in the analysis.

b. Prediction of Flaw Shape Change - The elliptic surface
flaw requires analysis of the growth in both the surface and
depth directions. Because the crack aspect ratio changes as the

crack grows, the stress intensity relationships at the surface
and depth change. It would be unnecessarily complicated in

spectrum analysis to track the growth at both locations on a

cycle-by-cycle basis. Instead, the changing aspect ratio can
be predicted, based on constant amplitude loading analysis.
With the aspect ratio known, growth at only one location needs

to be tracked, simplifying spectrum crack growth prediction.

Figure 55 presents an example of the predicted change in shape,
as a function of surface growth. With this data pre-determined,
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Figure 54
Comparison of Surface Flaw Stress Intensity Solutions
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it is then possible to predict stress intensity relationships

as a function of surface length, permitting the two dimensional

growth to be characterized by surface growth.

1.0

C: 0.80
U Predicted

CL

0.6LI
0 .50.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30

Half Surface Flaw Length, c - in.
GP78-07153-63

Figure 55
Shape Change of Surface Flaw in 7049-T73 Aluminum

Appendix B describes a routine used to predict growth, shape

changes, and stress intensity factor corrections fEor a semi-

elliptical surface flaw under constant amplitude loading. This

routine was used to determine flaw shape changes and stress

intensity factors for both constant amplitude and spectrum crack

growth analyses. For spectrum crack growth analyses the highest

stress level in the spectrum and initial flaw size and shape

were used for analysis.

Computation of stress intensity factors at the crack depth

and plate surface is based on results from the slice synthesis

technique described in Appendix A. These results are summarized

in Table A-1 of Appendix A. Stress intensity factors and crack

growth both at flaw depth and surface are computed on a cycle-

by-cycle basis. The following assumptions are inherent in this

routine:

(a) Constant amplitude, R=O, sinusoidal loading is applied.

(b) Crack growth rates at plate surface and flaw depth are

dependent on the AK which is applied at those points.
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(c) Crack growth rate versus AK relationship obtained from

a center cracked panel can be used to predict flaw

growth at any point along the crack front.

(d) Stress intensity factor expressions are assumed valid

until flaw depth exceeds 90% of plate thickness. Values

of K A and K B at a/t=0.8 and a/t=0.9 are used for extra-

polations beyond a/t=0.9.

(e) Fracture is assumed to occur when the stress intensity

factor for the input constant amplitude stress level

is equal to Kc.

c. Correlation of Analysis and Test - Figures 55 through 58

compare measured and predicted crack aspect ratio as a function

of crack surface growth. The test data was obtained from the

constant amplitude elliptic flaw testing summarized in Section

III. Agreement between test and prediction does not appear

very good.

1.0I
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0
Predicted
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Figure 56

Shape Change of Surface Flaw in 7075-T6 Aluminum
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Figure 57
Shape Change of Surface Flaw in HP-9-4-.30 Steel
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Figure 58
Shape Change of Surface Flaw in 300M Steel

However, the impact of crack aspect ratio on stress intensity

factor is not as great as that of size. Figures 59 through 62

present comparisons of stress intensity factors determined from

both the predicted and measured flaw shapes. The comparison is

somewhat better than that obtained for flaw shape alone.
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Stress Intensity Factors From Measured and Predicted Flaw

Shapes for 7049-T73 Surface Flaw Test
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Figure 60

Stress Intensity Factors From Measured and Predicted
Flaw Shapes for 7075-T6 Surface Flaw Test
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Figure 61

Stress Intensity Factors From Measured and Predicted

Flaw Shapes for HP-9-4-.30 Surface Flaw Test
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Figure 62
Stress Intensity Factors From Measured and Predicted

Flaw Shapes for 300M Surface Flaw Test
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More direct comparisons of the accuracy of the analysis

procedures are shown in Figures 63 through 66. In those fig-

ures, the predicted and measured crack growths are compared,

and good agreement is apparent for all materials except 300M

steel. 300M steel may have been undergoing an initial retarda-

tion caused by insufficient precracking, This delay occurred

randomly in the verification tests also, as described in

Section VII.
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Figure 63

Surface Flaw Crack Growth in 7049-T73 Aluminum
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Figure 64
Surface Flaw Crack Growth in 7075-T6 Aluminum
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SECTION V

LANDING GEAR STRESS HISTORY

A flight-by-flight stress history used in the veri-

fication test phase (Section VI) was derived, based on the

outboard trunnion of the F-15 main landing gear system. It

was derived from the design fatigue load spectrum employed

in ground test verification of F-15 landing gears and includes

estimated times of stress applications. The times required

to attain the various landing gear loading conditions can

vary widely, especially during braking where the pilot

establishes load duration. The times computed were the

maximum possible for each braking condition.

1. F-15 LANDING GEAR DESCRIPTION - The F-15 main landing

gear (Figure 67) is a conventional air-oil landing gear

system utilizing a folding drag brace, a side brace that

is an integral part of the outer cylinder, and a one piece

axle-fork-piston. The strut retracts forward and the wheel

swivels 88.30 during retraction into the fuselage.

The F-15 landing gear has a cantilevered piston that

transfers ground drag and side loads into the outer cylinder

by socket action and vertical loads are reacted by pneumatic

and metered oil pressures. Loads transferred into the outer

cylinder are reacted by: a) the outboard trunnion which is

an integral part of the outer cylinder, b) the inboard

trunnion, also an integral part of the outer cylinder, and

c) the drag brace, which is bolted to the lower end of the

outer cylinder. The drag brace, which folds in the center

to permit gear retraction, is made in two sections. All the

structural components discussed above are fabricated from

300M steel (heat treated to 230 ksi yield strength, 280 ksi

ultimate strength) except for the upper portion of the drag

brace which is 6Al-6V-2Sn annealed titanium.

The main landing gear outer cylinder was selected as

a representative highly loaded fatigue critical component.

A fatigue spectrum was derived for the outboard trunnion

region of this outer cylinder (Figure 68). The outboard
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Figure 67

F-15 Main Landing Gear Selected as Study Base
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Figure 68

F-15 Main Landing Gear Outer Cylinder
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trunnion experiences high loads in each of the major loading

conditions for the gear; i.e., landing, braking, turning,

etc., and is subject to most of the lg sustained loads when

the aircraft is parked.

2. DESIGN FATIGUE LOADS - The F-15 landing gear is designed

to the ultimate strength requirements of MIL-A-8862 and the

repeated loads requirements of MIL-A-8866. A large portion

of the gear was designed by ultimate strength criteria. The

one-lifetime design fatigue spectrum for F-15 landing gears

included 5000 take-offs and landings. A scatter factor of

four was used in the design so that 20,000 take-offs and

landings were demonstrated in ground fatigue tests.

The F-15 landing gear loads design criteria are

summarized in Table 9. All of these design criteria are

in accordance with MIL-A-8866 except the taxiing loads

which result from runway dips and bumps during typical

takeoff and landings. Bumps and dips were specified by the

Air Force as being those at Travis Air Force Base.

Ground load reactions were determined using methods

of statics for braking, turning, and pivoting conditions

and using a dynamic analysis for taxiing and landing

conditions. Results of these analyses are summarized in

Table 10 with load-time history diagrams which define the

sequence in which various loads are applied to the landing

gear. The resultant loads and corresponding maximum stresses

for the outboard trunnion are summarized in Table 11.

3. OUTBOARD TRUNNION FLIGHT-BY-FLIGHT STRESS HISTORY - A

simple flight-by-flight spectrum was developed containing

the significant features of the design spectrum. This design

spectrum was not based on actual measurements on field hard-

ware. The 26 conditions summarized in Table 11 were re-

arranged into two flights, grouped by aircraft weight, as

shown in Table 12. Flight 1 contains conditions correspond-

ing to lighter aircraft weights and higher landing sink

rates. Infrequently occurring landing conditions 21 and 22

were periodically introduced because they have the maximum
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TABLE 9
F-15 LANDING GEAR REPEATED LOADS DESIGN CRITERIA

Des rip io C o dit on A ircraft N um ber 1
Description Condition Weight of Cycles Parameters Defining Loads

Hard 1-2 Takeoff 20,000 Vertical Reaction = Weight
Braking 10-11 Landing 20,000 Drag Reaction = 0.8 Vertical Reaction

Medium 3-4 Takeoff 50,000 Vertical Reaction = Weight
Braking 12-13 Landing 50,000 Drag Reaction = 0.4 Vertical Reaction

5-6-7 Takeoff 25,000 Vertical Reaction = Weight14-15-16 Landing 25,000 Side Reaction = 0.4 Vertical Reaction

Pivoting 8-9 Takeoff 500 Vertical Reaction = Weight
P 17-18 Landing 500 Torque Based on Friction Coefficient = 0.4 Between Ground and Tire

19 Takeoff 123,000 Vertical Reactions Based on a PSD Analysis Where the Maximum Bump20 Landing 29,000 Heights were 1.0 in. and Maximum Dips Measured 1.2 in.

Landing Conditions

Condition Sinkat/se ofuyes Additional Parameters Defining Loads(ft/sec) of Cycles

1 3,600 Landing Speeds Vary from 138 to 146 kts
26 2 5,800 Landing Weights Vary from 26,000 to 36,000 lb

3 5,200

Landing 25 4 3,100
5 1,560
6 520
7 160

23 8 30
22 9 20
21 10 10

Note: GP7-753- 110
/ Number of cycles represent 20.000 takeoffs and landings. Loads criteria, and number of cycles of hard braking,

medium braking, turning and pivoting are those specified by Mil. Spec A-008866A (USAF) "Airplane Strength
and Rigidity Reliability Requirements, Repeated Loads, Fatigue," 21 January 1974. Taxiing cr,teria were
separately specified.
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TABLE 11
DESIGN LOADS AND STRESS SPECTRUM FOR OUTBOARD TRUNNION

Resultant Maximum Number

Description Weight Condition Trunnion Load Trunnion Stress Percent of of
(kips) (ksi) Maximum Stress

Max/Min Max/Min

Takeoff 2 34.58/25.46 157.33/74.24 63.5/29.9 8,800

Hard 1 39.93/25.46 181.68/74.24 73.3/29.9 11,200
Braking 11 25.68/17.41 117.96/50.80 47.5/20.5 8,800

10 29.33/17.41 134.86/50.80 54.4/20.5 11,200

Takeoff 4 27.93/25.61 114.79/74.24 46.2/29.9 28,000

Medium 3 32.05/25.46 131.77/74.24 53.1/29.9 22,000
Braking 13 20.81/17.41 86.63/50.80 35.0/20.5 28,000

Landing 12 23.60/17.41 98.38/50.80 39.7/20.5 22,000

6 15.83/-1.90 47.43/-9.73 19.1/-3.9 9,240
Takeoff 7 10.98/-1.81 32.90/-9.34 13.3/-3.8 4,780

5 19.30/-2.15 57.85/-11.05 23.4/-4.5 11,000
Turning 16 9.50/-2.21 28.59/-10.19 11.5/-4.1 11,000

Z2 Landing 15 10.23/-2.46 30.69/-11.29 12.4/-4.5 3,000
14 11.59/-2.65 34.82/-12.18 14.1/-4.9 11,000

9 20.75/20.69 65.01/60.47 26.2/24.4 280
Takeoff

8 23.58/23.51 74.28/68.75 30.0/27.7 220Pivoting
18 14.33/14.31 44.43/41.73 17.9/16.8 220

/ 17 17.23/17.22 53.78/50.20 21.7/20.3 280

Takeoff 19 31.55/17.41 92.00/50.80 37.1/20.5 122,604
Landing 20 19.91/11.71 58.07/34.14 23.5/13.8 29.180

26 24.36/0.0 86.74/0.0 35.0/0.0 14,600

25 27.94/0.0 103.14/0.0 41.6/0.0 4,660

24 36.80/0.0 139.21/0.0 56.2/0.0 680Landing
23 43.81/0.0 167.36/0.0 67.5/0.0 32

22 52.46/0.0 202.77/0.0 81.8/0.0 20

21 63.65/0.0 247.87/0.0 100.0/0.0 8
Notes: GP?S-0753-106

A Number of cycles represent 20,000 takeoffs and landings. (4 design life times)

A Pivoting conditions are subsequently deleted in the flight-by flight stress history

because they are infrequently applied, and the resulting stresses are comparatively small.

A See Table 12 for combined conditions and cycle counts used to develop the flight-by-
flight history.
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TABLE 12

STRESS SEQUENCE FOR OUTBOARD TRUNNION

Cycles per Cycles per

Description Condition Weight-KIPS 20,000 Flight
Flights

Flight 1
Hard Braking at Take-off Weight 2 44 8,800 1

Medium Braking at Take-off Weight 4 44 28,000 3
Turning at Take-off Weight 6,7 44-40 11,630 1 zi

Pivoting at Take-off Weight 9 44 280 0

Taxiing at Take-off Weight 19 46 61,302 6
Landing at Landing Weight 21,22,25 26 10,000 1
Taxiing at Landing Weight 20 28 14,590 1
Hard Braking at Landing Weight 11 33 8,800 1

Medium Braking at Landing Weight 13 33 28,000 3

Turning at Landing Weight 15,16 33-36 12,500 0 3

Pivoting at Landing Weight 18 29 220 0 6

Flight 2
Hard Braking at Take-off Weight 1 50 11,200 1

Medium Braking at Take-off Weight 3 50 22,000 2

Turning at Take-off Weight 5,7 50-40 13,390 1 z

Pivoting at Take-off Weight 8 50 220 0

Taxiing at Take-off Weight 19 46 61,302 6

Landing at Landing Weight 26 36 10,000 1

Taxiing at Landing Weight 20 28 14,590 2

Hard Braking at Landing Weight 10 36 11,200 1

Medium Braking at Landing Weight 12 36 22,000 2

Turning at Landing Weight 14,15 36-33 12,500 2 5

Pivoting at Landing Weight 17 36 280 0

Notes:

Aj\ Cycles for condition 6 and half the cycles for condition 7 are combined, using loads for condition 6.

2 Cycles for conditions 23 and 24 and 25 are combined, using loads for condition 25.

Cycles for condition 16 and half the cycles for condition 15 are combined, using loads for condition 15.

Cycles for condition 5 and half the cycles for condition 7 are combined, using loads for condition 5.

Cycles for condition 14 and half the cycles for condition 15 are combined, using loads for condition 14.

Pivoting loads have been removed because they are infrequently applied and the resulting trunnion loads
are comparatively small, less than 30% of the maximum load.

Where conditions are combined, the loads for the more severe conditions are used, with te exception of
conditions 23 and 24 which occur infrequently.

GP78 0753 97
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stresses in the spectrum. The infrequently occurring condi-

tions 23 and 24 were replaced by condition 25 to simplify

the history; this had minimal effect on the spectrum

because the hard braking conditions have similar stresses

and occur much more frequently.

Flight 2 contains those conditions corresponding to

higher aircraft weights and lower landing sink rates. Both

flights were repeated in sequence throughout the stress

history. The sequence of conditions in Table 12, thougl

arbitrary, could be expected within a takeoff and landing.

A repeating block of two flights met the need for a

simple flight-by-flight stress history to be used in test.

The effect on crack growth caused by a repeating rather

than random stress sequence was minimal, because a large

number of blocks was employed in test.

The ground fatigue test of the F-15 gears used a block

spectrum. A comparison of the computed stress exceedance

of the outboard trunnion for the blocked design spectrum

with the flight-by-flight spectrum presented in this report

is shown in Figure 69. The occurrences of each condition

are compared in Table 13. These comparisons show there are

no significant differences in the stress exceedances between

the two spectra.

4. TIMES FOR STRESS APPLICATION - The spectrum tests include

simulation of the times of stress application as well as the

value of stresses. Therefore, an evaluation of the times

required to attain the landing gear loading conditions was

performed. Load application times vary widely, especially

during braking where the pilot dictates the duration of the

load. The times for stress application computed herein

are the maximum possible times for each braking condition.

Two stress-time histories were created - one having the greatest

possible duration of stress application, the other having the

same stress levels applied as quickly as possible without sus-

tained loads. The time estimates are design estimates and not

based on actual measurements on field hardware.
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FIGURE 69
COMPARISON OF DESIGN AND FLIGHT-BY-FLIGHT STRESS SPECTRA
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TABLE 13
COMPARISON OF DESIGN AND FLIGHT-BY-FLIGHT STRESS SPECTRA

F-15 Main Landing Gear Outboard Trunnion Spectra
20,000 Takeoffs and Landings

Percent of /Design Z Flight-by-Flight
Description Condition Spectrum Number Number

Maximum Stress of Cycles of Cycles

2 63.5/29.9 8,800 10,000
Hard 1 73.3/29.9 11,200 10,000

Braking 11 47.5/20.5 8,800 10,000
10 54.4/20.5 11,200 10,000

4 46.2/29.9 28,000 30,000
Medium 3 53.1/29.9 22,000 20,000
Braking 13 35.0/20.5 28,000 30,000

12 39.7/20.5 22,000 20,000

6 19.1/-3.9 9,240 10,000
7 13.3/-3.8 4,780 0
5 23.4/-4.5 11,000 10,000
16 11.5/-4.1 11,000 0
15 12.4/-4.5 3,000 10,000

14 14.1/-4.9 11,000 20,000

9 26.2/24.4 280 0
8 30.0/27.7 220 0

Pivoting 18 17.9/16.8 220 0

17 21.7/20.3 280 0

19 37.1/20.5 122,604 120,000

20 23.5/13.8 29,180 30,000

26 35.0/0.0 14,600 10,000
25 41.6/0.0 4,660 9,972
24 56.2/0.0 680 0
23 67.5/0.0 32 0
22 81.8/0.0 20 20
21 100.0/0.0 8 8

Notes GP78-0753-75

Blocked spectrum used for verification ground test (design)

Flight-by-flight spectrum
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a. Hard and Medium Braking - Braking times can vary

from very short pulses to the time required to stop the

aircraft during a high speed landing or a rejected takeoff.

The effect of aerodynamic drag is small in comparison to

braking forces and the deceleration was computed as:

= 2_V G

W g

where x = distance

= coefficient of friction between tire and ground

VG = main gear vertical load

g = acceleration constant

W = aircraft weight

The total main gear load is
2VG = 0.86W

Hence x = 0.86pg

= v

0.86lig

where v = initial velocity

t = time to stop

= 0.80 for hard braking

= 0.40 for medium braking

The velocity for a landing touchdown is:

v = 66.5 + .00205 W, Kts.

v = 66.5 + .00205 2VG = 66.5 + 0.00477 VG

0.86

The resulting times for the braking conditions are summarized

in Table 14. The time to apply and release the brakes were

estimated to be one second.

b. Turning - Turning loads were based on a side load

factor, ny, equal to 0.40, and nose gear lateral forces for

a coefficient of friction, p, equal to 0.40. The turning

torque acting on the aircraft due to nose gear force, is:

T = PVG-NL
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TABLE 14
BRAKING CONDITIONS DECELERATION TIMES

Description Condition VG V) t
Pounds Kts Sec

Hard Braking at Take-off Weight 1 23,400 178 0.8 13.6
Hard Braking at Take-off Weight 2 23,400 178 0.8 13.6
Medium Braking at Take-off Weight 3 23,400 178 0.4 27 2
Medium Braking at Take-off Weight 4 23,400 178 0.4 27.2
Hard Braking at Landing Weight 10 16,000 143 0.8 10.9
Hard Braking at Landing Weight 11 16,000 143 0.8 10.9
Medium Braking at Landing Weight 12 16,000 143 0.4 21.8
Medium Braking at Landing Weight 13 16,000 143 0.4 21.8

GP78-0753 99

where ji = coefficient of friction

VG- N = nose gear veritical load

L = distance

and VG-N = 0.14 x W

where W = aircraft weight

T = 0.40 x 0.14 W x 17.42 = 0.976xW, ft-lb

The rotational acceleration of the aircraft is

= T/I

where w = yaw rotation rate

I = moment of inertia

and I = W P2

g

p = 12.45 ft

0.976W x 32.2 sec 2S= W x:2 0.203 rad/se
=W x 12.452

The relationships of velocities and accelerations are

v = Rw

a = Rw 2 hence w = a/v

where v = velocity

R = turning radius

The velocity was assumed to be 50 knots, 84.4 ft/sec

0.4 x 32.2
.= x " = 0.1526 rad/sec

84.4
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The time required to attain this angular rate was determined

by:

w = tw = t X 0.203 rad/sec2

hence t = w/= 0*1526 = 0.75 seconds0.203

The load fartor history assumed a right turn followed

by a left turn. All turning conditions were defined as

follows:

Side
Load

Time - sec

time to initiate right turn

® time to recover from right turn

= time to initiate left turn

= time to recover from left turn

GP78-0753-104

c. Taxiing - Taxiing loads were derived from taxies,

take-offs and landings on runways with specified roughness.

Speeds varied from 30 knots for taxi, to lift-off speeds

for take-off. Analysis of load-time records indicated that

larger loads (condition 19) occur at a frequency of 1.25

cycles per second and the smaller loads (condition 20)

occur at a frequency 2.5 cycles per second.

d. Landing - Summarized below are times for landing

cycles, obtained from drop tests. As shown in the table,

and in the following sketch, the time to reach the peak

vertical load is significantly greater than the time over

which side and drag loads occur.
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Landing Sink Period of Time to Peak A
Rate Drag Load Vertical Load

Ft/sec. Sec. Sec.

6 0.066 0.20

8 0.066 0.15

10 0.066 0.15

12 0.066 0.15

A Time to end of gear stroke.

Load

k7 f-Side"and Drag Loads

~ ~~~Time p-os-o

U GP7"-763-105

An average of the drag and vertical load times was used as

the period for all landing loads, 0.066 + 0.15 0.11 sec.
2 " 0

The assumed time profile is depicted below. This procedure

conservatively superimposed the maximum vertical load on

0.11

Load ,-Vertical Load

Side and Drag Loads

Time - sec
GPT-0753-106

the maximum side and drag loads, and is the procedure that

was employed in the ground test verification of the F-15

landing gears.
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5. CYCLE-BY-CYCLE STRESS SPECTRA - Table 11 summarizes

the stresses, and Table 12 summarizes the sequence of

stresses used in this program. The stress history for

each condition in Table 13 is described by a series of

four stresses:

4T AT 2 - AT 1

S3

Time - sec
GP78"753-107

The stresses S2 and S represent the maximum and minimum in23

the history for a cycle and S1 and S4 represent the sustained

stress levels before and after the cyclic stress applications.

The times represented by AT 1 and AT2 for each condition were

described in Paragraph 3.

The data from Tables 11 and 12 were combined to develop

the cycle-by-cycle stress spectra. The results are pre-

sented in Table 15 and shown in Figures 70 and 71. Stresses

numbered 1 through 144 represent the stresses for two take-offs

and landings. The majority of landing loads presented in Table

3 had the same magnitude, defined by condition 26. The infrequent-

ly occurring conditions, 21 and 22, were periodically intro-

duced. Their application in the test spectra was important be-

cause they represent the maximum stresses in the spectra. In-

frequently occurring landing conditions, 23 and 24, were re-

placed in the cycle-by-cycle stress definition with condition 25.

This simplified the final stress definition, and had minimal

impact on the spectra because braking conditions 1 through 4 and

10 and 11 have similar magnitudes, and occur much more frequently.

A sustained lg stress was arbitrarily added, in equal time in-

tervals of 0.33 seconds between conditions.
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TABLE 15
CYCLE-BY-CYCLE SPECTRA

Stress Number Delta Time Percentres Condition DescriptionMaximum Stress CodtoDeciin

1 Al 0.33 29.9 2 Take-off Flight 1
2 1.00 63.5 2 Hard
3 13.60 63.5 2 Braking
4 1.00 29.9 2
5 0.33 29.9 4 Medium
6 1.00 46.2 4 Braking
7 27.20 46.2 4
8 1.00 29.9 4
9 0.33 29.9 4

10 1.00 46.2 4
11 27.20 46.2 4
12 1.00 29.9 4
13 0.33 29.9 4
14 1.00 46.2 4
15 27.20 46.2 4
16 1.00 29.9 4
17 0.33 29.5 6 Turning
18 0.75 19.1 6
19 1.50 -3.9 6
20 0.75 29.5 6 1
21 0.33 25.6 19 Taxiing
22 0.20 37.1 19
23 0.40 20.5 19
24 0.20 25.6 19
25 0.33 25.6 19
26 0.20 37.1 19
27 0.40 20.5 19
28 0.20 25.6 19
29 0.33 25.6 19
30 0.20 37.1 19
31 0.40 20.5 19
32 0.20 25.6 19
33 0.33 25.6 19
34 0.20 37.1 19
35 0.40 20.5 19
36 0.20 25.6 19
37 0.33 25.6 19
38 0.20 37.1 19
39 0.40 20.5 19
40 0.20 25.6 19
41 0.33 25.6 19
42 0.20 37.1 19
43 0.40 20.5 19
44 0.20 25.6 19
45 0.33 25.6 25 Landing

GP78-0753-100
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TABLE 15 (Continued)
CYCLE-BY-CYCLE STRESS SPECTRA

Percent of Codto eciin
Stress Number Delta Time MaximumSt Condition Description

46 0.03 0.0 25 Landing
47 0.05 41.6 25
48 0.03 16.2 25
49 0.33 16.2 20 Taxiing
50 0.10 23.5 20
51 0.20 13.8 20
52 0.10 16.2 20
53 0.33 20.5 11 Hard-Brakinq
54 1.00 47.5 11
55 10.90 47.5 11
56 1.00 20.5 11
57 0.33 20.5 13 Mediurn-Braking
58 1.00 35.0 13
59 21.80 35.0 13
60 1.00 20.5 13
61 0.33 20.5 13
62 1.00 35.0 13
63 21.80 35.0 13
64 1.00 20.5 13
65 0.33 20.5 13
66 1.00 35.0 13
67 21.80 35.0 13
68 1.00 20.5 13
69 0.33 20.2 15 Turning
70 0.75 12.4 15
71 1.50 -4.5 15
72 0.75 20.2 15 Park
73 0.33 29.9 1 Take-Off Fliqht 2
74 1.00 73.0 1 Hard-Brakinq
75 13.60 73.0 1
76 1.00 29.9 1
77 0.33 29.9 3 Medium-Braking
78 1.00 53.1 3
79 27.20 53.1 3
80 1.00 29.9 3
81 0.33 29.9 3
82 1.00 53.1 3
83 27.20 53.1 3
84 1.00 29.9 3
85 0.33 29.5 5 Turning
86 0.75 23.4 5
87 1.50 -4.5 5
88 0.75 29.5 5
89 0.33 25.6 19 Taxiing
90 0.20 37.1 19

GP78-0753-101
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TABLE 15 (Continued)
CYCLE-BY-CYCLE STRESS SPECTRA

Stress Number Delta Time Percentres Condition DescriptionMaximum Stress CodtoDeciin

91 0.40 20.5 19 Taxiing
92 0.20 25.6 19
93 0.33 25.6 19
94 0.20 37.1 19
95 0.40 2u. 5 19
96 0.20 25.6 19
97 0.33 25.6 19
98 0.20 37.1 19
99 0.40 20.5 19

100 0.20 25.6 19
101 0.33 25.6 19
102 0.20 37.1 19
103 0.40 20.5 19
104 0.20 25.6 19
105 0.33 25.6 19
106 0.20 37.1 19
107 0.40 20.5 19
108 0.20 25.6 19
109 0.33 25.6 19
110 0.20 37.1 19
111 0.40 20.5 19
112 0.20 25.6 19
113 0.33 25.6 26 Landing
114 0.03 0.0 26
115 0.05 35.0 26
116 0.03 16.2 26
117 0.33 16.2 20 Taxiing
118 0.10 23.5 20
119 0.20 13.8 20
120 0.10 16.2 20
121 0.33 16.2 20
122 0.10 23.5 20
123 0.20 13.8 20
124 0.10 16.2 20
125 0.33 20.5 10 Hard-Braking
126 1.00 54.4 10
127 10.90 54.4 10
128 1.00 20.5 10
129 0.33 20.5 12 Medium-Braking
130 1.00 39.7 12
131 21.80 39.7 12
132 1.00 20.5 12
133 0.33 20.5 12
134 1.00 39.7 12
135 21.80 39.7 12

GP78-0753-102
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TABLE 15 (Concluded)
CYCLE-BY-CYCLE STRESS SPECTRA

Stress Number Delta Time Percent ofMaximum Stress Condition Description

136 1.00 20.5 12 Medium Braking
137 0.33 20.5 14 Turning
138 0.75 20.2 14
139 1.50 14.1 14
140 0.75 -4.9 14
141 0.33 20.2 14
142 0.75 14.1 14
143 1.50 -4.9 14
144 0.75 20.2 14 Park

Random Landing Conditions2

145 0.41 25.6 21 Special Landing No. 1
146 0.03 0.0 21
147 0.05 100.0 21
148 0.03 16.2 21
149 0.33 25.6 22 Special Landing No. 2
150 0.03 0.0 22
151 0.05 81.8 22
152 0.03 16.2 22

Notes:
1 Repeat stress numbers 1 thru 144 10,000 times to achieve 4 design lifetimes.

Replace stresses 45 thru 48 with stresses 145 thru 148, respectively on the 1 250th landing, on the 3750th, on
the 6250th, and every 2500 landings thereafter. Replace stresses 45 thru 48 with stresses 149 thru 152 on the
500th landing, on the 1500th, on the 2500th, and every 1000 landings thereafter.

GP78I-7S3-103
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Figure 70
Stress-Time History for Flight 1
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Figure 71

Stress-Time History for Flight 2
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SECTION VI

VERIFICATION TEST PROGRAM

1. TEST PROGRAM SUMMARY - Table 16 summarizes the test

plan. Three types of tests were performed in each of the

four materials to obtain the data to validate the crack

growth prediction algorithms. Each specimen had a single

elliptic surface flaw, as shown in Figures 12 and 13.

TABLE 16

ALGORITHM VERIFICATION TEST PROGRAM SUMMARY

Specimen Environment Load Frequency Objective
Number cps

1 10% R.H. Air -10 Evaluate crack growth
in inert environment.

2 3.5% Salt Water -10 Evaluate crack growth
in agressive environment.

Evaluate crack growth
3 3.5% Salt Water -0.1 Al with sustained load in

agressive environment.

Notes: ZL The time sequence of loads is defined in section 5.
GP79-0763-9

Test Type 1 - One test evaluating spectrum crack growth

at a comparatively high load frequency (10 cps) in a dry

air environment, permitting an assessment of the prediction

algorithms with only the effects of overloads considered.

Test Type 2 - One test evaluating spectrum crack growth

at a comparatively high load frequency (10 cps) in a 3.5%

salt water environment, permitting an assessment of the

predictive ability of the prediction algorithms, including

environmental effects but minimizing sustained load effects.

Test Type 3 - One test evaluating spectrum crack

growth with load hold times typical for fighter landing

gear (0.1 cps) permitting an assessment of the predictive

ability of the prediction algorithms with the effects of

sustained load and aggressive environment maximized.
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After completion of the initial series of 12 tests

(3 test types for each of 4 materials) additional duplicate

tests were performed.

2. TEST SPECIMENS AND TEST CONDITIONS

a. Test Specimens - The elliptic surface flaw

specimens, Figures 72 and 73, were used for the testing.

These specimens had configurations similar to those used

in the Phase II alogrithm development test program. The

reduced sections in the specimens were required in order

to properly simulate the stresses experienced in landing

gear components, and maintain load levels within the

capacity of available fatigue test equipment. For all

alloys, there was minimal specimen width effect on predicted

critical flaw sizes, or on the predicted crack growth rates

in developing those critical flaw sizes.

b. Initial Flaw Sizes - The target initial flaw geome-

tries for steel alloys were of the size and shape that char-

acterize cracks induced by grinding burns. For aluminum

alloys, the target initial flaw geometries were of the size

and shape that could originate from a corrosion pit. Table 1

summarizes the results of the survey of landing gear initial

flaws - causes and geometries. The table shows that for

steel, localized untempered martensite caused by grinding

burns results in an initial flaw 0.008 inches deep by 0.100

inches long. For aluminum, a corrosion pit results in an

initial flaw 0.010 inches deep by 0.020 inches long. The

landing gear initial flaw survey is reported in Reference 1.

For surface cracks with lengths greater than twice the

depth, the most significant dimension in controlling growth

is depth. Consistent with the requirements of the program,

initial depths of 0.008 inches in steel and 0.010 inches in

aluminum were used as target values. The surface length was

selected such that crack growth in depth was accompanipd by

growth on the surface. This enabled visual crack growth

measurements to be made during the test, and eliminated
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Figure 73
Elliptic Surface Flaw Specimen - Steel
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dependence upon compliance or post-test fractographic measure-

ments of crack growth. In order to enhance the probability

of surface growth, the initial flaw geometries shown in

Figure 74 were used. as target values. Flaws with these aspect

ratios have nearly equal stress intensities at the depth and

surface, and simultaneous growth in both directions was

expected.

Aluminum
Largest measured surface
Length 

= 0.050

0.0280.o01 _ - -- 0.011

Final Pre-Cracked Flaw

Pre-Crack EDM Slot

Steel
Largest measured surface
Length 

= 0.052

0.022--0,011i -- - - 0.008 -

0.008 0.005/

Final Pre-Cracked Flaw

EDM Slot

GP78 0753 46

Figure 74
Development of Initial Flaws
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c. Spectrum Stress Levels - The spectrum used in

the testing is defined in Section V. The cycle-by-cycle

stress history was derived for the outboard trunnion of

the F-15 main landing gear system. In order to achieve

the desired life (1,000 hours and 20,000 take-offs and

landings), consistent stress levels had to be selected.

The maximum spectrum stress level in the trunnion is 247 ksi,

approximately 85% of the ultimate strength of the 300M

material. This percentage is representative of the maxi-

mum stress level in a landing gear component. To permit

direct comparison of crack growth rates, it is desirable

to use the same maximum stress in both steel materials.

However, 247 ksi is greater than the ultimate strength of

the HP-9-4-.30 steel (220 ksi). Therefore 185 ksi, which

is 85% of the ultimate strength of the HP-9-4-.30 steel,

was selected as the maximum spectrum stress level for both

steels.

The ultimate strengths of the two aluminum alloys

investigated are similar (77 ksi and 71 ksi for 7075-

T651 and 7049-T63, respectively). A maximum spectrum

stress level of 60 ksi, which is 80% of the ultimate

strength of the 7049-T73 alloy, was selected for both

aluminums.

3. PRECRACKING PROCEDURES - An Electrical Discharge

Machined (EDM) notch of size and shape expected to

produce the desired initial flaw was introduced on

the specimen surface. Specimens were then precracked to

obtain the desired surface length. The target EDM and

precrack sizes and shapes are indicated in Figure 74.

The precracking stress levels were 30 ksi for aluminum,

and 100 ksi for steel. The EDM slot was enlarged 0.006

by precracking, to obtain a sharp crack, regardless of

EDM slot sizes. Difficulties in obtaining the desired

EDM slot size resulted in larger than desired precrack

sizes, as noted in Figure 74.
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4. TEST PROCEDURES, CRACK GROWTH MONITORING, INSTRUMENTATION,

AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL - Cyclic testing was performed

in a Materials Testing System (MTS) test system. The

specimen was loaded through self-aligning hydraulic

grips. The load spectrum application was controlled

through a mini-computer; the time-sequence load spectrum

was defined by the load levels and the time point at

which each load was to be applied. A haversine wave shape was

used between consecutive loads. Sustained load was defined

by two consecutive loads of equal magnitude applied at the

beginning and end of the sustained load period.

Specimens were clamped in the machine grips and Teflon

roller guides installed against the specimen to prevent

buckling during application of compression loads.

During the testing, surface crack lengths were optically

monitored using a cathetometer with a 30X microscope. Crack

growth measurement tests were made after every .01 inches

of growth (approximately). After completion of the test,

fractographic measurements of the crack surface were made.

The chamber used to contain environmental solutions is

shown in Figure 5. This containment method was used for both

the 3.5 percent NaCl in distilled water environment and the

low humidity environment. Low humidity air was obtained by

using silica jell dessicant to give <10% R.H. air.

5. TEST RESULTS - Table 17 summarizes the measured and pre-

dicted crack growth lives for each test condition. The crack

growth lives shown in Table 17 are presented for growth to

fracture from the largest initial flaw length in each material

type. In steels this flaw length (2c) was 0.052 inches and

in aluminum the flaw length was 0.050 inches. In two-thirds

of the cases the predictions are within 30% of the test lives.

The most noteworthy exceptions are the duplicate tests of

300M steel in salt water at both high and low frequencies.

These results vary considerably from both predictions and

the original test results. The spectrum predictions are

discussed in Section VII.
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TABLE 17

SUMMARY OF PREDICTED AND TEST LIVES FOR ELLIPTIC SURFACE FLAWS

Predicted Test Duplicate
Material Test Type Life Life Test Life

Landings Landings Landings

7049-T73 15 cps-dry 14,900 11,500
15 cps-3.5% NaCI 2,630 3,900
0.1 cps-3.5% NaCI 2,620 2,200 -

7075-T6 15 cps-dry 7,080 10,400 8,650
15 cps-3.5% NaC1 2,600 3,200 -

0.1 cps-3.5% NaC 2,300 2,570 -

HP-9-4-.30 15 cps-dry 3,690 4,850 4,800
15 cps-3.5% NaC 3,770 4,310 -

0.1 cps-3.5% NaCI 2,090 1,060 1,850

300M 15 cps-dry 1,440 1,240 1,680
15 cps-3.5% NaCI 1,090 915 565

0.1 cps-3.5% NaC 5 16 104

Notes: 1. Lives for steels are presented for growth from 0.026 in. (c, half surface length) to fracture.
Lives for aluminum are presented for growth from 0.025 in. to fracture.

GP78 0753 90

Comparisons of predicted and measured crack growth for

each test condition are presented in Figures 75 through 86.

In these figures the initial flaw length corresponds to the

largest initial flaw for the particular test condition.

One duplicate test was performed in 7075-T6 aluminum in a

dry air environment as shown in Figure 78. In HP-9-4-.30

steel the duplicate test results are considerably closer to

the predicted behavior than were the original results. In

dry air the original test (Figure 81) crack growth appears

to be retarded at small crack lengths, although from 0.026

inches to fracture the results are very close (Table 17).

In salt water with sustained spectrum loadings the original

test behavior is considerably different from that predicted

or from that measured during the duplicate test. Fracture

surfaces for the two specimens were compared but, other than

showing a slightly shallower flaw for the original test

specimen at fracture, the surfaces were too corroded to yield

information about the behavior variations at small crack
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lengths. In Figures 85 and 86 the variation in test results

for 300M steel is evident and is discussed later. Agreement

between the duplicate test data and prediction is very good.
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Figure 75
Surface Flaw Growth in 7049-T73 Aluminum

in Dry Air - Spectrum Tested Without Sustained Loads
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Figure 76

Surface Flaw Growth in 7049-T73 Aluminum
in Salt Water - Spectrum Tested without Sustained Loads
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Figure 77

Surface Flaw Growth in 7049-T73 Aluminum
in Salt Water - Spectrum Tested Including Sustained Loads
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Figure 78

Surface Flaw Growth in 7075-T6 Aluminum
in Dry Air - Spectrum Tested Without Sustained Loads
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Figure 79
Surface Flaw Growth in 7075-T6 Aluminum

in Salt Water - Spectrum Tested without Sustained Loads
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Figure 80

Surface Flaw Growth in 7075-T6 Aluminum
in Salt Water - Spectrum Tested Including Sustained Loads
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Figure 81

Surface Flaw Growth in HP-9-4-.30 Steel

in Dry Air - Spectrum Tested Without Sustained Loads
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Figure 82
Surface Flaw Growth in HP-9-4-. 30 Steel

in Salt Water - Spectrum Tested Without Sustained Loads
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Figure 83
Surface Flaw Growth in HP-9-4-.30 Steel

in Salt Water - Spectrum Tested Including Sustained Loads
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Figure 84
Surface Flaw Growth in 300M Steel

in Dry Air - Spectrum Tested Without Sustained Loads
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Figure 85
Surface Flaw Growth in 300M Steel

in Salt Water Spectrum Tested Without Sustained Loads
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Figure 86

Surface Flaw Growth in 300M Steel

in Dry Air - Spectrum Tested Including Sustained Loads

Because comparisons of crack growth were made from

initial flaw sizes which were larger than those originally

desired, they overlooked the long delay period found in

certain 300M steel tests. At the beginning of several of

these tests, no detectable crack growth occurred for several

thousand take-offs and landings. Examples of this delay are

shown in Figures 87 and 88. These figures show that con-

siderable delay occurs following precracking before the crack

abruptly begins to grow at a rate closer to that predicted.

This delay occurred in both original tests in air and salt

water when the specimens were spectrum tested without sus-

tained loading. The delay did not occur in the original

test which included sustained loading.
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Figure 87

Surface Flaw Growth in 300M Steel in Dry Air -
Spectrum Tested Without Sustained Loads - Showing Delay Time
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Figure 88
Surface Flaw Growth in 300M Steel in Salt Watc

Spectrum Tested Without Surface Loads - Showing Delay Time

The duplicate tests of 300M, starting with small initial

flaw sizes, show varying behavior. In dry air the duplicate

test shows delay and subsequent growth which are very

similar to the original test (Figures 84 and 87). In salt

water, tested without sustained loads, the duplicate test

did not show any delay but grew faster than either the pre-

dicted rate or that of the original test (Figures 85 and 88).

The duplicate test with sustained loads did not show any
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delay, however, the growth rate was significantly slower than

that of the original test (Figure 86).

Studies of the fracture surfaces of the 300M specimens

did not reveal the cause of delay or the variation in growth

rates for these tests. Striations on the fracture surfaces

due to high stress levels are difficult to distinguish in

300M. Indeed, because of its rapid corrosion in salt water it

is unusual to find any identifiable markings other than those

caused by fracture. A comparison of predicted and measured

crack depth to surface half length (a/c) ratios at fracture

is presented in Table 18. In those cases in which the fracture

length dimensions could be determined, the crack shapes at

fracture in the duplicate tests are closer to the predictions

than are those in the original tests. However, the crack

growth curves for the original tests are much closer to the

predicted curves than are the growth rates for the duplicate

tests. Based on the data presented in Table 18 and Figures 87

and 88, there appears to be no correlation between crack aspect

ratio at fracture andi',crack growth rate in this test series.

TABLE 18

FLAW ASPECT RATIO OF 300M STEEL SPECIMENS AT FRACTURE

Frequency Test Predicted Measured
Environment cps Number a/c a/c

Air -10 1 0.857 1.570
2 0.857 0.991

Salt Water -10 1 0.867 1.420
2 0.867 Al

Salt Water -0.1 1 0.867 0.239
2 0.867 0.956

Note:/A Crack dimensions at fracture could not be determined from

the fracture surface.
GP78-0753 91
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The specimens fabricated for the duplicate tests had EDM

slot sizes much closer to those originally desired (about 0.016

inches in length rather than the 0.028 inches in the original

specimens). All the flaws were precracked 0.006 inches under

constant amplitude loading at 100 ksi prior to spectrum fatigue

testing (maximum spectrum loading is 185 ksi, 135 ksi is applied

once per flight). However, since all EDM slot sizes for the

duplicate test specimens were about the same size, this does not

explain the variation in crack growth rates obtained.

The delay in some 300M steel tests, and perhaps the

variation in growth rates in that test series may have been

caused by insufficient precracking of the EDM slot prior to

spectrum testing. In some cases, the precrack length may

not have been sufficient to ensure that the crack had

initiated from the EDM slot at all points along the slot

boundary. The delay then represents the time required to

initiate a fatigue crack long enough that the EDM slot does

not influence the crack growth. Uneven growth from the slot

may also be reflected in the variation in crack growth rates,

noted in 300M steel tests. Because such growth variation

affects the damage tolerance and durability criteria described

in Section VIII, the problem of introducing surface flaws

reliably and repeatably is addressed in that section.

Even with the initial flaw variation problems encountered

in the verification testing, the results obtained provide

validation of the analytical algorithms developed in this

program. Generally, it appears that such techniques can be

used with confidence to predict the effect of environment-

load interaction effects on crack growth.
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SECTION VII

SPECTRUM LIFE PREDICTIONS

1. SUMMARY - The crack growth algorithms described in Section IV

were calibrated to correlate with the spectrum crack growth data

obtained from center crack panels tested in dry air. The cali-

brated model was then used to predict the crack growth in the

center crack panels tested to the accelerated stress history in

the salt water environment. Good correlation was obtained

between the predicted qrowth behavior and the measured behavior

in the aggressive (salt water) environment.

The calibrated model was also used to predict crack growth

for the verification test series. Verification test results

confirm the ability of the model to predict the growth of semi-

elliptical surface flaws under spectrum loading both in inert

and aggressive environments. The sensitivity of the predictions

to selected crack growth model parameters was investigated.

2. CENTER CRACK PANEL SPECIMEN RESULTS

a. Model Calibration - Model calibration is discussed in

greater detail in Section IV. The load-environment interaction

algorithms were calibrated through correlation with constant

amplitude test results from the development test program. The

Willenborg spectrum crack growth analysis parameters were

determined from single overloads tests in dry air and salt water

and through correlation with the results of tests of center

cracked panels tested to the accelerated stress history in the

dry air environment.

b. Crack Growth Analyses and Test Results - Spectrum crack

growth was predicted for center crack panels in the salt water

environment under the accelerated stress history using the

calibrated crack growth algorithms. Results of analysis and

tests in each material are presented in Section III. Table 17

summarizes these results. Correlation with dry air test results

is very good because the model was calibrated to correlate with

those results. The analysis of 7075-T6 aluminum in dry air
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resulted in a longer life than that given by test even though
the analysis parameters were selected to produce a conservative

life prediction.
Predictions of salt water test results were all slightly

conservative, but very good agreement was obtained. The corre-
lation of analysis and test results provides additional verifi-
cation of the ability of the load-environment interaction
algorithms to predict these effects.

3. SURFACE FLAW SPECIMEN TEST RESULTS
a. Crack Growth Analyses and Results - Using the analysis

algorithms described in Section IV, spectrum crack growth pre-
dictions were made for the surface flaw geometries and loading
conditions recommended for use in the verification tests,
Section vI. These predictions were based on cycle-by-cycle
analyses of the stress spectrum of the F-15 main landing gear
outboard trunnion. This spectrum involves peak loads sustained
for up to 27 seconds, as well as periods of rapidly applied
sinusoidal stress. The verification tests included application
of the stress history both in real time and at accelerated rates
to specimens containing surface flaws. Tests were conducted
both in lab air and in 3.5% salt water.

Predictions of the shape change occurring during growth
from the given initial flaw geometries are obtained from constant
amplitude analysis, as described in Section IV. At any surface
crack length, the crack aspect ratio is assumed equal to that
obtained with constant amplitude analysis.

Table 17 summarizes the predicted and measured crack growth
lives for each test condition. The crack growth lives shown in
the table are presented for growth to fracture from the largest
initial flaw length in each material type. In steels, this flaw
length was 0.026 inches; and in aluminum, it was 0.025 inches.
In two-thirds of the cases, the predictions are within 30 percent
of the test lives. The most noteworthy exceptions are the
duplicate tests of 300M steel in salt water at both high and low
frequencies. These results vary considerably both from predic-
tions and from the original test results. The cause for the
erratic behavior of 300M steel in this test series has not been
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determined. We believe that difficulty in developing a sharp

pre-crack with the proper shape may cause the erratic behavior.

Comparisons of predicted and measured crack growth for each

test condition are presented in Figures 75 to 86. In these

figures, the initial flaw length corresponds to the largest

initial flaw for the particular test condition. The results are

discussed in Section VI.

b. Sensitivity Analysis - There are many variables which can

have considerable effect on the accuracy of the predictions pre-

sented in Section IV. These variables include initial flaw size

and shape, assumptions of plastic zone size, overload shut-off

ratio, hold time in the environment, and stress level. The

impact of these parameters on the predicted lives was assessed

to determine their relative significance. In all cases, crack

growth sensitivity analyses were performed using the real time

stress history and salt water environment and so represent

minimum lives.

(1) Initial Flaw Size and Shape - As depicted in Table

1, initial flaw sizes and shapes can vary considerably depending

on the mechanism of their formation. Even in the verification

test program, considerable variations in EDM slot sizes and

initial flaw sizes and shapes occurred. Thus, it is important

to assess the sensitivity of the predictions to initial flaw

sizes and shapes.

To evaluate initial flaw size sensitivity, surface flaws

were selected to have the dimensions shown in Table 19. The

surface lengths of the baseline analyses were selected as the

longest initial flaw lengths measured in test. They correspond

to the lengths used for the comparisons of analysis and test

results presented in Table 17. The flaw depths were those

predicted by the elastic surface flaw analysis of Appendix B.

Baseline flaw sizes were selected to be the same for both steels

and for both aluminums. The variations used in the sensitivity

study represent flaws 10 percent smaller in both length and

depth and 10 percent larger in both length and depth.
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TABLE 19
EFFECT OF INITIAL FLAW SIZE AND SHAPE ON CRACK GROWTH

Material Initial Flaw Size Life inA3

aA/ 2c A/2 Flights

Initial Flaw Size

HP 9-4-.30 Steel 0.0205 0.0236 2258
Baseline 0.0225 0.0260 2146

0.0248 0.0286 2029

7075 Aluminum 0.0191 0.0227 2531

Baseline 0.0210 0.0250 2350
0.0231 0.0275 2166

Initial Flaw Shape

HP 9-4-.30 Steel 0.0248 0.0236 2152

Baseline 0.0225 0.0260 2146
0.0205 0.0286 2143

7075 Aluminum 0.0231 0.0227 2256

Baseline 0.0210 0.0250 2350
0.0191 0.0275 2398

Notes: zl a is crack depth

A 2c is crack surface length

A Lives are predicted for real time (-0.1 cps) application of main gear stress
history in 3.5% NaCI salt water environment.

GP78.0753-136

The crack growth lives presented in Table 19 were based on

analyses of flaw growth from the initial dimensions to failure

using the real time stress history and salt water environment.

The results of Table 19 indicate that 10 percent increase or

decrease in initial surface flaw size results in about a 6 per-

cent decrease or increase in life, respectively, in steel. In

aluminum, those variations cause an over 8 percent variation in

crack growth life.

To assess the effects of initial flaw shape, two cases were

considered: the first was based on increasing the initial crack

length 10 percent while decreasing the initial depth by 10

percent from the baseline dimensions; and the second was based

on decreasing the length 10 percent from the baseline and

increasing the depth by 10 percent. As shown in Table 19, the

effect of these variations is very small in both materials.

Initial shape variations of this small magnitude have little
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effect on life because the stress intensity factor along the

crack front rapidly drives the flaw toward a "natural shape" in

which growth at both surface and depth occur in proportion to

those dimensions. This will be true as long as plasticity

effects at front and back surfaces of the plate can be ignored

and that breakthrough occurs after the "natural shape" has been

attained.

(2) Interaction Zone Size Assumptions - Interaction

zone size is a parameter of the Willenborg model which relates

to the crack -length over which an overload is effective in

producing retardation. It is therefore related to the condition

of the overload plastic zone, plane stress or plane strain.

The interaction zone sizes used in all of the comparisons shown

thus far were presented in Table 5, Section IV. These sizes

were increased and decreased by 10 percent in this study, and

comparisons of crack growth lives are shown in Table 20. The

parameter has very little impact on these analyses. The greatest

effect is less than one-half percent in 7075-T6 aluminum.

TABLE 20
EFFECT OF INTERACTION ZONE SIZE ASSUMPTION ON CRACK GROWTH LIFE

Interaction Zone Size
Material Assumption Life in Flights A

(ROOT2) A
7049-T73 Aluminum 0.3640 2753

Baseline 0.4000 2755
0.4400 2756

7075-T6 Aluminum 0.0909 2338

Baseline 0.1000 2350
0.1100 2359

HP 9-4-.30 Steel 0.0909 2139

Baseline 0.1000 2146
0.1100 2154
0.0255 5

300M Steel 0.0280 5

Baseline 0.0280 5
0.0308 5

Notes: A Interaction zone size is defined as

ROOT 2 Kma

27T

A Lives are predicted for real time l-0.1 cps) application of the main
gear stress history in 3.5% NaCl salt water environment.

GP78-1063-2
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(3) Shut-Off Overload Ratio - The shut-off overload

ratios used for the baseline analyses were determined as described

in Section IV. Table 21 shows the effect of +10 percent varia-

tions of the selected ratios on crack growth life. This para-

meter has considerably greater impact than the interaction zone

size parameter, resulting in over 6 percent variation in life

for 7049-T73 aluminum.

TABLE 21
EFFECT OF SHUT-OFF OVERLOAD RATIO ON CRACK GROWTH LIFE

Material Shut-Off FlightAOverload Ratio Life in

7049-T73 Aluminum 2.41 2614
Baseline 2.65 2755

2.92 2947

7075-T6 Aluminum 2.41 2267
Baseline 2.65 2350

2.92 2480

HP 9-4-.30 Steel 3.18 2073
Baseline 3.50 2146

3.85 2233

300M Steel 3.18 5
Baseline 3.50 5

3.85 5

Note: A Lives are predicted for real time (0.1 cps) application of main gear
stress history in 3.5% NaCl salt water environment.

GP77OS3- 134

(4) Sustained Load Hold Time - The effect of sustained

load hold time in the 3.5 NaCI salt water environment is indi-

cated by comparing the lives predicted for the real time stress

history and the accelerated stress history, shown for each

material in Table 17. These comparisons indicate that 300M

steel has an unusually high susceptibility to sustained loads;

HP-9-4-.30 shows considerably smaller variation and the two

aluminums show almost no effect of hold time.
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(5) Stress Level - Figures 89 and 90 show the effect of

reducing stress level on lives of the four materials in the salt

water environment under the real time stress history. These

figures indicate that the stress levels required to produce

crack growth lives in excess of 20,000 flights in each material

would be predicted to be approximately 90 ksi in HP-9-4-.30

steel and 40 ksi in aluminum. Apparently, from the baseline

initial flaw size, no reasonable stress level will result in

lives exceeding 20,000 flights for 300M steel.

7C

Main gear stress history applied in real
time (-0.1 cps)
Initial surface flaw length, c 0.025 in.
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Figure 89
Effect of Stress Level on Crack Growth Life in Aluminum
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Figure 90

Effect of Stress Level on Crack Growth Life in Steel

These analyses indicate that the effect of sustained loads

and aggressive environment on 300M steel is to accelerate crack

growth to the point that other variations, which can be shown to

be major factors in other materials under the same environment

and stress history, have insignificant effect.

c. Conclusions - In spite of the initial flaw variation

problems encountered in the verification testing, the results

obtained provide validation of the analytical algorithms

developed in this program. Generally, it appears that such

techniques can be used with confidence to predict the effect of

environment-load interaction effects on crack growth.
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SECTION VIII

OUTLINE - DURABILITY/DAMAGE TOLERANCE CONTROL PLAN

A durability and damage tolerance control plan is outlined

that could be applied to landing gear structural components

(excluding wheels, tires, and brakes). Areas are identified

that require further research or development before implementa-

tion of the plan could be accomplished. Structural design

criteria that could be utilized in the design of landing gear

components are summarized.

There is no current requirement for damage tolerance control

of landing gear. Implementation of a damage tolerance control

plan could have significant weight and cost impact. The control

plan as outlined below is perhaps idealistic. Further research,

studies, and evaluation of weight penalties and system pay-off

are recommended before implementation of any plan. The basic

design approach for durability should be to prevent degradation

of wear surfaces, and crack initiation and growth. The basic

design approach for damage tolerance should be based on the

assumption that the primary landing gear structure can contain

pre-existing flaws. Specific areas to be addressed in a dura-

bility and damage tolerance control plan are outlined in

Figure 91.

1. MATERIALS AND PROCESSES

a. Durable Metals - Alloy selection is an important step in

the prevention of degradation of wear surfaces. The selection

of alloys and heat treatments to obtain long fatigue lives

(cycles to formation of a crack), resistance to corrosion,. stress

corrosion cracking, and hydrogen embrittlement is required.

Properties that require characterization are:

Ftu

Fty

S-N (Constant amplitude loading - initiation life)

Crack initiation life under spectrum loading
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1. Materials and Processes
1.1 Durable Metals Selection Criteria
1.2 Damage Tolerant Metals Selection Criteria
1.3 Durability and Damage Tolerance Enhancement Processes

2. Design
2.1 Design Criteria

-Ultimate Strength
-Crack Initiation
-Crack Growth
-Environment, Spectrum - Load History

2.2 Slow Crack Growth Structure
2.3 Fail Safe Structure
2.4 Critical Parts Selection

-Fracture Critical Area Identification
-Inspection Zoning Procedure

3. Manufacturing Control
3.1 Material Quality Control
3.2 Manufacturing Quality Control
3.3 Parts Traceability

4. Nondestructive Inspection
4.1 Manufacturing Quality Assurance Forging Inspection

-Finished Part Inspection
-Demonstration of NDI Capability

4.2 In-Service Evaluation
-Inspection Interval Determination
-NDI Manual

5. Durability and Damage Tolerance Analysis
5.1 Materials Data

-Stress- Life (S-N)
- da/d N
-Fty
- Fcy
-Ftu
-Stress-strain Curve
-Spectrum Crack Initiation Data
-Spectrum Crack Growth Data

5.2 Detail Stress Analysis
-Finite Element Analysis
-Strain Survey

5.3 Stress Spectrum
-Load -Time Spectrum
-Load to Stress Conversion

5.4 Environment
-Chemical
-Temperature

5.5 Durability and Crack Growth Analysis Procedures

6. Testing
6.1 Materials Testing
6.2 Sub-Component Testing
6.3 Component Testing GPTS-1063-6

Figure 91
Outline of Durability/Damage Tolerance Control Plan
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For an initiation/propagation approach, S-N data are required

to permit evaluation of candidate alloys, and provide a basis for

predicting spectrum crack initiation lives for critical areas.

Tests for crack initiation life under spectrum loading are re-

quired to validate spectrum life predictions, and confirm the

ranking of alloys based on constant amplitude data.

b. Damage Tolerant Metals - The assumption that the struc-

ture contains pre-existing flaws will require long crack growth

life. Therefore, selection of metals with low crack growth

rates, high toughness, and resistance to environmental crack

growth acceleration is desired.

Properties that require characterization are:

Ftu

Fty

KIC, KC

da/dN - Dry air environment

da/dN - Aggressive environment

Crack growth in a dry air environment under spectrum loading

Crack growth in an aggressive environment under spectrum

loading

In most alloys, especially steels, high strength is usually

accompanied by low toughness and environmental resistance.

Figure 92 shows critical flaw sizes for the alloys studied in

this program, indicating that smaller sizes accompany higher

strengths. The figure demonstrates the need for a balance of

toughness and strength in order to achieve damage tolerance.

Within a metal system (aluminum, steel, titanium) the

differences in inert environment crack growth rates, da/dN, are

not as dramatic as the differences caused by aggressive environ-

ments. Table 3 (Section III) summarizes the constant amplitude

crack growth rate for the alloys studied in this program,

demonstrating the significant reduction in life of 300M when

subjected to 3.5% salt water. Aggressive environment accelera-

tion of crack growth can best be measured by cyclic load tests.

Tests of 300M steel have shown the time dependent crack growth rate

in cyclic testing to be much greater than the time dependent crack
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growth rates observed in sustained load tests (Figure 45 of

Section III). Therefore, cyclic tests at a low cycle rate in

an aggressive environment are recommended as a basis for

evaluating environmental crack growth resistance, by comparison

to results of tests performed at higher frequencies (% 10 cps).

The final tests required to characterize damage tolerance of

a metal are spectrum tests in inert and aggressive environments.

These tests provide further validation of environmental

resistance, and measure the crack growth retardation caused by

overloads. The latter knowledge is required for accurate life

prediction of the gear, for the many combinations of flaw size

and shape, and stress levels, that must be considered in design.

Based on the damage tolerance selection criteria previously

discussed and the results of the tests performed in this pro-

gram, steel alloy HP-9-4-.30, and aluminum alloy 7049-T73 exhibit

good combinations of properties. From the viewpoint of damage

tolerance, including environmental resistance, 300M steel

exhibits poor properties. Other high strength steels (D6AC,

4340, H-11) would probably exhibit very similar behavior.

There is need for development of a high strength steel with

a better balance of strength and damage tolerance. The medium

strength steels typified by HP-9-4-.30 exhibit good tolerance,

but use of these steels instead of the higher strength steels

would result in significant weight increases. The weight and

damage tolerance of intermediate strength steels, (Ftu % 260 ksi)

needs to be systematically evaluated.

c. Durability and Damage Tolerant Enhancement Processes -

Production of gears with controlled durability and damage

tolerance requires an organized manufacturing plan. Included in

this plan should be techniques for material control, processing

control, inspection, and parts traceability through production

and in service. Corrosion and wear protection requirements are

outlined in MIL-STD-1568 and MIL-STD-1587.

The use of carefully selected processes can enhance the

inherent durability and damage tolerance created by structural

design and material choice. The creation of compresslve
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residual stresses at surfaces can increase crack initiation life
and reduce crack growth rates, increasing life with flaws. Tech-
niques to develop these residual stresses include shot-peening,
cold-working of holes, installation of interference fit bushings,
and roll burnishing.

2. DESIGN

a. Design Criteria - The structural design of Air Force
landing gears has been based on the ultimate strength requirements
of MIL-A-8862, and the requirements for repeated operation (dura-
bility) of MIL-A-8866. Damage tolerance requirements for air-
frames are specified in MIL-STD-1530 and MIL-A-83444. MIL-A-83444
excludes application of that specification to landing gear.

Modifications that could permit MIL-A-83444 to be applied to
landing gear are outlined below. The paragraphs requiring modifi-
cation are primarily those containing requirements for initial
flaw size assumptions. Based on the survey summarized in Reference
1, the initial flaws typical of landing gear are smaller than those
permitted for airframe structure by MIL-A-83444. Paragraphs where
modifications are recommended are 3.1.1.1 (a) and (b) and 6.1.
Paragraph 3.1.1.1 (a) specifies initial flaw sizes for slow crack
growth structure. At holes and cutouts it specifies a 0.05 inch
through thickness or corner flaw depending on material thickness.
At locations other than holes, a 0.25 inch flaw length is specified,
either through thickness or semi-circular surface flaw (surface
length = 0.25 inch, depth = 0.125 inch) dependent on material thick-
ness. Paragraph 3.1.1.1 (b) specifies initial flaw sizes for fail
safe structure. At holes and cutouts it specifies a 0.02 inch
through thickness or corner flaw dependent on material thickness.
At locations other than holes a 0.100 inch flaw length is specified,
either through thickness or semicircular surface flaw dependent on
material thickness. Paragraph 6.1 specifically excludes application
of the specification to landing gear, and would have to be modified.

These paragraphs in MIL-A-83444 that specify initial flaw sizes
require modification before application to landing gear.

The study summarized in Reference 1 identified initial sur-
face flaws up to 0.02 inches deep. The testing in this
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program employed target depths of 0.008 inches in steel, and

0.010 inches in aluminum as representative of initial flaws in

landing gear. These are significantly smaller than the

MIL-A-83444 specified value of 0.125 inch depth for surface

flaws in slow crack growth structure. Landing gear components

are primarily slow crack growth structure within the definitions

of MIL-A-83444. Use of an assumed initial flaw depth of 0.125

inches would require stress levels significantly lower than

currently employed, and would be accompanied by weight increases.

There is a need for further definition of initial flaw

depths to be permitted for landing gear structure. The values

of 0.008 inches in steel, and 0.010 inches in aluminum used for

testing in this program are based on the study summarized in

Reference 1. But that study was limited in scope and intended to

be used as a basis for initiating a more complete evaluation.

This evaluation could be based on metallurgical inspections

of landing gear components as a continuing procedure at the

Ogden Air Logistics Center, permitting refinement of the geometry

estimates in Reference 1.

Crack growth predictions should be performed for each

critical gear component. These predictions would be utilized in

material selection, in the design of critical components, in

the establishment of flaw sizes to be detected by NDE procedures

during fabrication, and in the establishment of in-service

inspection intervals.

It is important that a realistic landing gear load spectrum

be used as the basis for crack growth predictions. For metals

that demonstrate frequency dependent crack growth rates, such

as 300M steel, times of load application are also important.

As a basis for developing loads spectra MIL-8866 appears to be

conservative, but does not provide estimates of load duration.

MIL-A-8866 should be reviewed to ensure its realism. Over the

last several years there have been substantial advances in the

technologies associated with fatigue life tracking systems.

By taking advantage of current recorder technology, and advanced

data reduction techniques, it is feasible to track landing gear
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load history on an aircraft fleet. Such a program can have a

substantial payoff in terms of more precise estimates of useful

life for current gear and more precise definition of design loads

for future gear, leading to a more optimal balance of weight and

damage tolerance.

The chemical environment encountered by landing gear includes

dry and moist air, hydraulic fluid, water, and salt water. The

latter environment is usually the most aggressive. It can be

present on aircraft operating near oceans, and also near salt

deserts. Salt water is created in the latter situation by conden-

sation of water on the gear cooled by high altitude operation of

the aircraft, with subsequent salt entrapment. In selecting

materials for use on gears, attention should be given to those

materials which display good fatigue and crack growth qualities

as well as stress corrosion and exfoliation resistance in salt

water. Metals that are comparatively resistant have been shown

in this program to exhibit crack growth rates that are nearly

independent of cyclic frequency and load hold time. Selection

of corrosion resistant materials reduces the need for precise

definition of the environment, and times of load duration.

b. Slow Crack Growth Structure - Single load path structure

(safe-life) and structure which is not readily inspectable should

be designed such that initial manufacturing or material defects

will not propagate to failure during a time period established

by specification. Initial flaws should be assumed to exist

at bolt holes or other areas of stress concentration. The

analysis should be based on spectrum crack growth data obtained

from element or sub-component tests. Crack growth predictions

using the methods described in Section V should be correlated

with spectrum test data to substantiate prediction accuracy.

c. Fail Safe Structure - The majority of landing gear

structure is single-load path structure without crack arrest

features. MIL-A-83444 specifies that for airframe use, such

structure must be qualified as slow crack growth structure.

Landing gear design details utilizing multiple load paths and

crack arrest features could be qualified as fail safe structure.
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The inspection intervals, residual strength requirements, and

damage growth limits specified in Paragraph 3.2.2 of MIL-A-83444

could be employed for landing gear fail safe structure. As with

slow growth structure, a program should be performed to determine

initial flaw sizes. The initial flaw size assumption for fail

safe structure, using the concepts of MIL-A-83444, would be smaller

than for slow growth structure.

d. Critical Part Selection - Design for durability is con-

cerned with minimizing maintenance costs, whereas design for

damage tolerance is concerned with ensuring safety of landing.

Separate lists of durability and damage-tolerance critical

components should be prepared. The critical component lists

should be prepared early in the design phase, and updated

periodically. Selection of parts for the lists requires

preliminary ultimate strength, durability, and damage tolerance

analyses.

Durability considerations include expense of replacement,

inspection, and repairs. If the design stress levels are con-

strained by durability or environmental considerations

(corrosion, wear, hydrogen embrittlement) the part should be

placed on the durability critical parts list. If special

processes are required to achieve the life requirements the part

should be placed on the durability list.

Components required for safety, or whose design stress

levels are established by damage tolerance requirements, should

be placed on the damage tolerance critical part list.

3. MANUFACTURING CONTROL

a. Material Quality Control - The processing sequence for

all critical parts should receive a step-by-step review to

ensure proper NDI sequencing and to verify that all processing

operations will not have uncontrolled or unexpected effects on

the durability or toughness of the part, or will induce undesir-

able residual stresses.

There are a few components for which damage tolerance re-

quires a minimum-guaranteed-toughness material. For those

components, material specifications should be prepared which
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will specify a guaranteed minimum K Ic For those materials

which have toughness properties included in the material

specifications, fracture toughness tests should be conducted.

Implementation could be via drawing callout of the material

specification number, which in turn would become a part of the

purchase order.

Material specifications controlling the toughness of the

material should also require that the material be marked with

the specification number. Such material should be stored in an

area separate from similar material procured to other specifica-

tions. All material removed from storage should be inspected to

verify it is the correct material in conformance with the work

order which should accompany the parts though all processing.

In those cases where fracture toughness testing of each

part is required, the tests should be conducted on the raw

material for each part, and a serial number assigned to relate

the individual set of test data to the particular piece of

material. This number should be stamped on the raw material and

recorded on the work order. During fabrication, the number

should be transferred to the part using a permanent marking

procedure, such as air grit marking, which is not likely to

create sources of crack initiation. In this way, each part can

always be identified with the particular set of raw material

test data.

b. Parts Traceability - Material acquisition, manufacturing,

inspection, and service usage should ensure traceability of the

components. Techniques outlined above ensure traceability

through manufacture. However, landing gears can be removed from

the airframe, disassembled, re-worked, re-assembled using

components from different gears, and installed on a different

aircraft. Hence, there is potential difficulty tracking

individual gear components through service usage. For components

that are placed on the critical parts lists, service tracking may

have to be performed on an individual part basis. This requires

a part number and serial number be permanently marked on each
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part using a process such as grit marking. If reworking of the

part requires removal of the serial number, the number should be

retained by tagging the part and remarking after rework. The

expense of individual part tracking must limit the number of

parts to be tracked.

c. Critical Process Control - Critical processes such as heat

treatment, plating, griding, and corrosion protection application

should be controlled by specification. MIL-STD-1587 outlines

materials and process requirements for Air Force aircraft.

4. NON-DESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION

a. Manufacturing Quality Assurance - The choice of NDI pro-

cedures and acceptance criteria should be based upon criticality,

inspectability, stress level, flaw growth rate, and initial flaw

size which will grow to failure in the time period established by

aircraft specification. In order to reduce NDI costs, engineer-

ing drawings should be zoned to concentrate more restrictive and

costly acceptance levels to the more critical areas of parts.

The primary loading direction should be indicated on the drawing

so that inspection procedures can be defined to detect defects

perpendicular to the loading direction. Finished part inspection

should be used to detect flaws which could grow to critical size

during the life of the gear, since surface finishes on forged

parts do not provide the required smoothness for the necessary

level of ultrasonic inspection. Forgings could be ultrasonically

inspected to detect the presence of larger flaws which would

result in scrappage after machining.

A combination of ultrasonic, penetrant, and magnetic particle

inspection could be used to ensure that the gear has acceptable

quality, as indicated in Figure 93. A flaw with a length twice

the material thickness will probably penetrate the surface of the

part, and thus for relatively thin sections, a flaw can be found

by penetrant or magnetic particle inspection alone. In areas of

greater thickness, where an embedded flaw of critical initial size

has a reasonable probability of occurring, an ultrasonic inspec-

tion is utilized, as well as a penetrant or magnetic particle

inspection.
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Figure 93
Establishment of NDI Requirements for Finished Part Inspection

The dividing line between the penetrant and ultrasonic inspec-

tion techniques is outlined in Fiqure 93. This division is

determined using an initial flaw lencith that is twirc( the material

thickness and calculating the flaw growth for several thicknesses

at different spectrum stress levels. The solid lines in Figure

93 represent the initial crack size that will grow to failure in

the time period established by aircraft specification. Below

the dashed line critical flaws will probably penetrate the

surface and be detectable by penetrant or magnetic particle

inspection. Above the line it is possible that an embedded flaw

of critical initial size would require ultrasonic inspection for

detection.
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The NDE procedures should be demonstrated to insure that the

flaws requiring detection have a high probability of being

located. Production inspection personnel, equipment, and

materials should be used in the demonstration. The program

should be extensive enough to establish probability of flaw

detection as a function of NDE method, material, and flaw size.

The probabilities could then be used to establish the sizes of

initial flaws which might not be detected by NDE techniques

during inspection. Initial flaws of those sizes should be

assumed to exist in the structure for purposes of establishing

in-service inspection intervals.

b. In-Service Evaluations: In-service inspection intervals

should be determined for critical parts by assuming initial flaw

sizes consistent with the results of the NDE demonstration pro-

gram, and predictions of crack growth using environmental

conditions and design usage loading spectra. An inspection

interval for a part would be considerably less than the pre-

dicted life to failure so that multiple inspections would be

expected during the time a flaw would grow to failure.

If the gears were instrumented and the instrumentation made

a portion of the flight loads monitoring systems, the inspection

interval for individual fleet aircraft could be based on actual

usage.

An NDE manual should be prepared including non-destructive

inspection instructions, procedures, and techniques for critical

components. Techniques should be defined for inspection of

critical areas for potential service defects (cracking, corrosion,

wear, deformation).

5. DURABILITY AND DAMAGE TOLERANCE ANALYSES

a. Materials Data - If an initiation/propagation approach is

taken, the S-N data and da/dN data are required. Spectrum loading

tests should be performed to validate prediction methodology on

the design loads spectrum for the gear.

If a fracture mechanics approach is taken, the data needed

comprises da/dN, Kc, Fty, and a measure of crack growth retarda-

tion caused by overloads. The crack growth data (da/dN, and ef-
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fects of overloads) should be obtained for both inert and aggres-

sive environments. Much of this data is available in literature.

This report characterizes four candidate landing gear alloys.

Spectrum loading crack growth tests should be based on the design

load spectrum for the gear. Basic properties (da/dN, Kc, Fty)

should be determined using the same lots of materials used for

the spectrum crack growth tests performed with the design usage

load spectrum. This will permit comparisons between the fracture

mechanics properties of the specific lots of material used for

spectrum fatigue testing, with the values used for the numerous

growth predictions required in detail design.

b. Detail Stress Analysis - Detail stress levels of dura-

bility critical parts should be established on spectrum life pre-

dictions, and validated by testing using the design load spectrum.

Stress levels of fracture critical parts should be based on crack

growth analysis and spectrum crack growth tests of flawed speci-

mens. Single load path and non-inspectable critical areas should

be designed such that initial manufacturing or material defects

existing at fastener holes or other areas of stress concentration

will not propagate to failure in a time period established by

aircraft specification. For purposes of design, the size of the

initial flaw should be consistent with the results of the NDI

demonstration program. Factors such as access for inspectability,

fail safe versus safe-life structure, criticality, and ease of

replacement should be considered in the establishment of initial

flaw sizes.

In order to perform accurate analyses of crack initiation and

flaw growth, detailed knowledge of the component stress distribu-

tions is required. Good estimates of stresses can be obtained

through the use of finite element analyses. These analytic stress

estimates should be confirmed by a strain survey of the gear.

This can be accomplished by surveying a full scale gear using

strain gages. An alternative is to manufacture a model of the

gear using photo-elastic material. The latter technique has been

useful in confirming stress analysis of landing gear.
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c. Stress Spectrum - Prediction of stress time histories

requires knowledge of the applied loads. The loading of landing

gear includes several conditions (turning and pivoting - left and

right, medium and hard braking, taxiing, and landing) at a wide

range of aircraft gross weights. The conversion of external

gear loads to component stress must be performed for each loading

condition. The result of the process is a landing-by-landing

stress history for the area being analyzed.

MIL-A-8866, the current specification basis for developing

load spectra, requires assumptions as to sequence of conditions,

aircraft gross weight, and load duration times. As indicated

above there is need for a program to track usage of the gear in

a fleet to validate MIL-A-8866 (or provide the data for updating

that specification) and provide data for developing load sequences,

and duration times.

d. Environment - The chemical environment for landing gear

includes dry and moist air, hydraulic fluid, water, and salt

water. The durability and crack growth analyses should be per-

formed assuming the presence of the more aggressive environment

to which the individual critical parts may be subjected. Critical

part selection is outlined in Paragraph 2.d. The selection of

corrosion resistant metals reduces the acceleration of crack

initiation and growth caused by the environment, as well as the

need for precise definition of the environment.

The service temperatures experienced by landing gear are

moderate, the gear does not experience the elevated temperatures

of mold-line structure. However, for materials that are sensitive

to chemical crack growth acceleration, even modest changes in

temperature can cause significant changes in chemical acceleration

(Reference 2). Accurate prediction of growth would require

accurate knowledge of temperature, but the selection of corrosion

resistant metals reduces the need for this accurate knowledge.

e. Durability and Crack Growth Analysis Procedures -

Durability analyses include predictions of crack initiation life

and of crack growth. Prediction procedures for crack initiation

have been available for a comparatively long time, in contrast to
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the more recently developed crack growth prediction procedures

for crack initiation have been available for a comparatively long

time, in contrast to the more recently developed crack growth

prediction methodology. An objective of this program was the

development of crack growth prediction procedures for gear

components, considering environmental acceleration. The

Willenborg model was used in this program for prediction of

growth caused by environment and sustained load. The sustained

load growth data required by the linear superposition model of

environmentally accelerated crack growth is inferred by sub-

traction of the growth rates (da/dN) for cyclic load tests per-

formed at two significantly different frequencies. These

procedures are outlined in Section IV.

The procedures outlined in Section IV have been shown in

this program to predict growth with reasonable accuracy. An

exception is the long delay of crack growth at the start of

several tests. This delay has been conjectured to be the result

of improper initial flaws that were not elliptical in shape, or

were not sharpened by the precracking. The observed and pre-

dicted inaccuracy in predicted growth is caused by growth delay,

and appears to be a problem in creating the proper initial flaw

and not a problem in prediction methodology.

6. TESTING

a. Material Testing - Tests using standard specimens, e.g.

notched fatigue specimens, and center-crack panels or WOL crack

growth specimens should be performed to permit material selection,

and spectrum crack initiation and growth predictions. The data

required consists of Ftu, Fty, S-N, KIC, KC, da/dN in inert and

aggressive environments, and spectrum crack initiation and

growth.

For a limited number of components, damage tolerance requires

a minimum guaranteed toughness material. For those components,

fracture toughness and tensile tests should be conducted. Current

practice by the material producers is to guarantee toughness only

if the purchase order authorizes tests of each material lot. The

expense of these tests must be considered in specifying minimum

toughness.
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b. Sub-Component Testing - Durability and damage tolerance

of landing gear should initially be substantiated by sub-component

tests. These tests will permit evaluation of the selected design

stress levels and critical design details. They should be per-

formed by subjecting sub-components to design spectrum loads.

Data from these tests will provide substantiation of the spectrum

crack initiation and growth prediction procedures, including input

material data, growth retardation parameters, and stress intensity

solutions.

The damage tolerance tests could be performed by providing

semi-elliptic surface flaws in the test specimens. As indicated

in Section V, it is apparently difficult to prepare repeatable

small initial flaws typical of landing gear components.

There is a need for a program to develop procedures to

repeatably prepare these small initial flaws. It should evaluate

approaches and demonstrate repeatability by test.

An alternate to performance of tests with intentional initial

flaws could be durability tests performed with nominally unflawed

structure. Fractographic examination of cracks detected after

test would permit preparation of crack growth curves. The curves

would be used to verify the accuracy of growth prediction

methodology.

This alternate approach reduces the number of required test

articles (separate durability and damage tolerance tests are not

required.) Nor does it require pretest estimates of which areas

are the most fatigue critical. Finally, the preparation of

intentional flaws is not required, eliminating the preparation

problems discovered in this program.

c. Component Testing - The durability and damage tolerance

of the gear should be substantiated by spectrum fatique tests of

the complete gear. The damage tolerance tests could be performed

by placing semi-elliptic flaws in critical areas, and subjecting

the gear to spectrum loads. An alternate is the use of fracto-

graphic examination of cracks detected after durability testing,

as described above.
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The need has previously been discussed for programs to

improve knowledge of landing gear loads experienced in service,

to improve the definition of initial flaws sizes, and to develop

procedures to prepare these small initial flaws. Meaningful

durability and damage tolerance tests of the complete gear are

contingent upon such programs.

7. SUPPLEMENTARY CRITERIA

The need for further criteria, research, or development to

permit implementation of the durability/damage tolerance control

plan was evaluated. The outboard trunnion of the F-15 landing

gear was used as a basis for this evaluation.

Areas in the control plan that could have significant cost

and weight penalties include material selection, initial flaw

size specification, load spectrum development, and parts track-

ing. Before any control plan for landing gear is initiated,

programs in the areas of materials development, initial flaw

characterization, and load spectrum measurement should be

performed.

a. Current Structural Design Criteria and Strength Analysis -

The F-15 landing gear is designed to the ultimate strength

requirements of MIL-A-8862A and the repeated loads requirements

of MIL-A-8866A.

The structural area used as a basis for development of the

fatigue spectrum in this study (Section 5) is shown in Figure 68.

The majority of the gear design including this outboard trunnion,

is controlled by ultimate strength requirements. The location

indicated in Figure 68 is critical for two-point braked roll

(Paragraph 3.3.1.1 of MIL-8862A), and the margin of safety is

0.02 for that ultimate strength condition. The maximum stress,

computed elastically, for ultimate loads-is 427 ksi. Plasticity

of the material prevents this stress from being developed and

results in the positive (0.02) margin of safety. The maximum

stress in the fatigue spectrum results from a high sink rate

landing, and is 248 ksi. This is less than the stress (285 ksi

computed elastically) at limit load caused by the ultimate
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strength condition. The ability of the gear to withstand

ultimate applied loads and fatigue spectrum was demonstrated in

ground tests.

b. Additional Criteria, Research, and Development - The

alloy currently used in the trunnion is 300M steel. Data

developed in this program indicates 300M to have low toughness,

and exhibit environmental acceleration of crack growth. There

is need for a high strength steel with a better balance of

strength and damage tolerance.

The current design criteria for landing gear are discussed

in Paragraph 2. Damage tolerance requirements for airframe

are specified in MIL-STD 1530, and MIL-A-83444. A statement in

MIL-A-83444 excludes application of that specification to

landing gear. Modifications that are suggested before it can

be applied to landing gear are outlined in Paragraph 2. That

paragraph also identifies the need for further definition of

initial flaw depths to be used for landing gear components. The

values of 0.008 inches in steel and 0.010 inches in aluminum

were used for testing in this program, based on the study

reported in Reference 1.

MIL-A-8866 is the current basis for developing load spectra

for landing gear. The need to review its realism and the

desirability of a tracking program to measure service usage of

landing gear has been described in Paragraph 2.

In-service inspection intervals should be determined for

critical parts by assuming initial flaw sizes consistent with

the results of an NDE demonstration program, and crack growth

predictions. A usage-tracking program would permit the inspection

interval for individual aircraft to be based on actual usage.

This program has resulted in crack growth predictions which

appear to be reasonably accurate, for a known load spectrum.

Improved definition of the load spectrum based on a usage tracking

program would increase prediction accuracy for behavior of fleet

aircraft.
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Damage tolerance tests of elements should be performed by

providing semi-elliptic surface flaws. During testing using

this type of flaw, several specimens exhibited long delay of

crack growth. It is believed this delay resulted from initial

flaws being rectangular and not pre-cracked on the entire flaw

periphery. There is need for a program to develop procedures to

repeatably prepare small initial surface flaws.
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APPENDIX A

STRESS INTENSITY SOLUTIONS FOR ELLIPTIC SURFACE FLAWS

SUMMARY OF RESULTS - Stress intensity solutions computed from a

slice synthesis model and NASTRAN three dimensional finite ele-

ment results were compared with those obtained from three dimen-

sional finite element analyses of Raju and Newman, Reference 1,

to substantiate the model. Results of these comparisons are

shown in Figures A-1 and A-2. Good agreement is obtained for

the stress intensity at the flaw depth, Figure A-i, and reason-

able agreement is obtained for the stress intensity at the sur-

face for all but deep flaws, Figure A-2. The results reported

in Reference 1 are based on the most detailed model employed thus

far in the analysis of the surface flaw.

Figure A-3 presents the results developed by other investi-

gators, References 2, 3, and 4. The results obtained by Rice

and Levy, Reference 2, are based on a line spring model similar

to the slice synthesis model. The solutions obtained by Smith

and Sorensen, Reference 3, and Kobayashi, Reference 4, are based

on extensions of Schwartz's alternating method for solving two-

dimensional boundary value problems. As shown in Figure A-3,

all of these predictions are in general agreement, except for

those obtained by Smith and Sorensen.

Because good agreement is shown between the results of Raju

and Newman, and the slice synthesis model, as shown in Figures

A-1 and A-2, the slice synthesis model results are expected to

be reasonably accurate. The slice synthesis model has the

advantage that finite width as well as thickness can be included

in the analysis.

In order to readily use these results in crack growth pre-

diction computer routines, equations relating stress intensity

to crack shape, and depth to plate thickness ratio, have been

empirically established based on the slice synthesis model

results:
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3 3 i/2 aK = o Vi a A.i.(c) t (A-1)
A i= j=0 ija

3 3 i/2 j
K = 0 z Z B. (c) a(A-2)
B i=0 j=0 i3 a

where K A = stress intensity at depth

K B = stress intensity at surface

= applied stress

a = crack depth

c = half surface length

t = plate thickness

Figures A-4 and A-5 compare the results obtained with taese equa-

tions with the original data used to establish the equations.

Good agreement is apparent, and the maximum discrepancy is 2.3%.

The coefficients A.. and B.. are presented in Table A-I.
1] 1]
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TABLE A-1
POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR EVALUATING SURFACE

FLAW STRESS INTENSITIES

3 3 i/2 I

i=o j=O a C

3 i/2 j t

i=0 j-0 B aj c

a c

A B

0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

0 -0.333 -1.047 4.618 -3.547 0.426 0.044 -2.109 1.889
1 1.516 1.735 -9.740 8.120 0.654 0.090 3.329 -3.108
2 -0.581 -0.590 5.441 -4.824 -0.385 -0.121 -1.089 1.273
3 0.076 0.026 -0.669 0.669 0.054 0.027 0.096 -0.150

a >c

i A i B

0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

0 0.0955 -0.0892 0.358 -0.28 0.000788 0.0154 0.00607 0.0177
1 0.634 0.511 -1.875 1.232 0.956 -0.0992 -0.0396 -0.116
2 0.624 -0.681 1.698 -0.1787 0.281 0.167 -0.0356 0.258
3 -0.676 0.385 -0.55 -0.341 -0.494 -0.0426 0.314 -0.268

GP78 0763 76
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SOLUTION DEVELOPMENT

Slice Model - The slice synthesis approach used herein was

developed by W. T. Fujimoto, Reference 5. Application of the

approach to computation of surface flaw stress intensities is

summarized herein.

As shown in Figure A-6, the three dimensional surface flaw

is idealized as a systea of slices in the xy plane, each con-

taining a center crack whose length is determined by the loca-

tions thru the thickness at which the slice was taken. Each
slice is considered to react independently to the applied stress,

a, but are coupled through the introduction of pressure distri-

bution, p*, acting on the faces of the cracks. The pressure p*,

is determined by a second system of slices in the zy plane.

Each of the zy slices contains an edge crack of depth a(x) over

which the pressure, p*, acts in opposition to that applied to

the center crack slices.

Thus there are two slice systems: center cracks, and edge
cracks. These systems are coupled by the pressure distribution
p* acting on the crack surfaces of each system and causing the

displacements of the two systems to be equal.

Using the crack face pressure distribution, stress inten-

sity factors at A and B can be determined:

a
K f p* (o,z) g(z,a ) dz (A-3)

O e.c.

c
0

KB = f{ (c - p* (x,o)} g(x,c o ) dx (A-4)
-C C.C.

0

where for the surface flaw we have assumed

p* (x,z) = A + Bx + Cx 2 + Dz + Ez 2 + Fxz + Gx 2z + Hxz 2

+ Ix2 z2  (A-5)

and the coefficients A, B, ...I are determined by the require-

ments for continuity of displacements, through the expression,
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c (z)
1 f f {o - p* (u,z)} g(u,) du g(x,C) dC
E x -C

(A-6)
a(x)

=E f f p* (x,u) g(u,O)e.c. du g(z,E)e.c. dC

s z 0

where Fujimoto, Reference 5, defines the modulus of the edge

crack slices as,

2

E c/2 2 1/2 a
E 1 f [sin 2 + (-) cos ] de - 1} (A-7)

1-P o o 0

and p is Poisson's ratio.

The function g(x,E) used in Equations A-3 to A-6 above

is the universal weight function for the center crack, gC.C.' or

the edge crack, g e.c. The weight function is defined as

g(x = E v(x,C) (A-8)K(E) E

where K() is the stress intensity factor for any given fixed

load distribution acting on the given flaw type having length,

E, and v(x,C) is the crack surface displacement at any point,

x, corresponding to the same fixed load distribution. For

a center crack of length 2a in a plate of width, W, the stress

intensity factor due to an applied uniform stress, a, and

corresponding displacement at any x are given by Sneddon and

Lowengrub, Reference 6, as

K(a) = a /W tan na

2Wa Tr /o2 Tx 2 Ta
v(x,a) - E [log (cos x + COSCOS

a)
-log (cos -V-f] (A-9)
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The weight function for the center crack is

E v(x,a)
C.C. K(a) Da

ira ira

cos 7T sin
=2 { x! co2a 2 7x +° 2 7Ta (A-10)

cos 2- c os7 -- a - cos + C a

Wa C W CO
7 a ia

+ tan / tan

For the edge crack slices, the weight function developed by

Fujimoto, Reference 5, was used. This solution allows the edge

crack slices to bend as the crack approaches the back face, thus

predicting an out of plane deformation of the plate for deep

cracks. To eliminate this bending, another weight function was

developed based on the double edge crack stress intensity factor

and displacement solutions of Tada, Reference 3. The weight

function in this case was formulated in the same manner as that

of Fujimoto.

The solution scheme to find p* is the same as that of

Fujimoto; p* is expressed as a power series (from Equation A-5)

2 2 i j
p* (x,z) = E x z (A-li)

i=0 j=0 l]

and Equation A-6 can be rewritten as

2 2
Y(x,z) = E EO. X(x,z) (A-12)

i=0 j=0 1 '

where c(Z) C

Y(x,z) = a f f g(u,C)c.c. du g(x,C) c.c. dT (A-13)
x -<

c(z) i z
X(x,z) .= . f f z g(u,) du g(x,C ).C. dC (A-14)3] x

B a(x)
+ E f f xiz] g(u'O du g(z,C) dF

E e.c. e.c.
s1z o
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To assure that the coefficients, aij' represent the dis-

placements over the entire crack face, the continuity expression

is evaluated at 13 points described by Figure A-7. Then a

multiple linear regression scheme is used to determine a...

Once aj are found, the stress intensity factors at A and B

become (from Equations A-I and A-2).

2 a
KA = E a . z3 g(z,ao) dz (A-15)

Es j=O0 o e.c.

2 c
K = aJW tan 1-C - g(x,c ) dx (A-16)

B W i=O -c io 0 C.C.
0

ANALYSIS OF PLATE RESTRAINT

Because shear stresses acting on the faces of the "free"

edge crack slice are ignored in the slice synthesis model, these

slices displace as shown in Figure A-7. In reality, these types

of displacements do not occur because of plate stiffness. Thus

the model requires an estimate of the effect of plate stiffness

in restraining out of plane deflection of "free" edge crack

slices. The following paragraphs describe a development of a

restrained edge crack element based on analyses using NASTRAN

three dimensional finite element results.

Analyses were performed to determine the effect of rota-

tional restraint offered by the plate to the edge crack slices.

As shown in Figure A-8, the stress intensity, and hence dis-

placements, for a "free" edge crack can be represented as

Kfree = Kfixed + Km  (A-17)

where

Kfree is the stress intensity for a "free" edge crack slice

Kfixed is the stress intensity for a "fixed" edge crack slice

and Km  is the stress intensity for an edge crack slice

subjected to moments representing load eccentricity

Values of stress intensity intermediate to free and fixed can

be represented as

Krestrained = fixe d +K (A-18)
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Numbers identify points at which

slice displacements are matched. zGP76-0753-1 14

Figure A-7
Surface Flaw Model
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0

SIice A
GP78-O?53-11S

Figure A-8
Deflection of Edge Crack Slices Without Moment Restraint
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where K' is between zero, the value representing 'fixed' edge
mcrack behavior, and the value representing 'free' edge crack

behavior.

Kfixed = 1 A2  (A-19)

with 1 = a tan

1 . + 0.122 cos4 a
2 2t

K ' A1 (X3  2 ) (A-20)
m1 3 2

7 5

c 2

with X = 1.122 - 3.367 a + 1.8276 a3 t t

+ 2.5959 [tan 2]1
0 1 4

= a/t 2 a 2t3A ,la/t )  [5.93 - 19.69 (a)+ 37.14 (a/t) 35.4

4
+ 13.12 (a)t

K =K +K ,[ X(-1restrained fixed m a A1 [A2 + (A3 - 2 )/ (A-21)
A7A5t(i + X7Xt ]

c

If X7 is zero, the stress intensity is that for a "free" edge

crack slice and if A7 is very large, the stress intensity

approaches that for a "fixed edge" crack slice. Analyzing the

surface flaw geometry shown in Figure A-9, using Equation A-21

to determine the stress intensities and displacements for the

edge crack slices, curves are obtained, labeled "FREE" and

"FIXED".

To obtain an estimate of the restraint offered by the plate

to the surface flaw displacements, three NASTRAN finite element

analyses were performed. These three dimensional analyses were

performed for an embedded circular flaw in a large plate, a

semi-circular surface flaw in a large plate, and for a surface
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Figure A-9
Stress Intensity Computation for a Free Edge Crack Slice

flaw having a/2c = 0.1 and a/t = 0.7. The first two analys

were used to show correlation with accepted stress intensit

solutions for these problems, the third analysis was used t

determine restraint to crack surface displacement provided

the plate and allowing X7 to be determined.

NASTRAN finite element results are summarized in Tabl

Estimates of stress intensity were developed through analy

the crack surface displacements. A displacement function

form
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2 ~ 1/2

v = [Ax + Bx 2 + Cx 3  (A-22)

was assumed, and the terms A, B, and C, evaluated by least-

squares linear regression analysis. The stress intensity was

evaluated by use of the relationship

i E
K o (i-v 2 ) (A-23)

where r is the radius of curvature at x=O
[1+ dv 2 3/2

r 2 -- A (A-24)
dv 

2dx
2

K =41A E2  (A-25)
8 (1-v2

K =-- E
K =Ca i- 2 ) (A-26)

Estimates using this procedure are summarized in Table A-2

The theoretical stress intensity for a circular flaw in a solid
K 2is -7 - =- 0.0637. Table A-2 indicates the value obtained

from the NASTRAN analysis is 0.608, an error of 4.77%. The

analysis results for the other problems solved with NASTRAN were

normalized by 2/0.608, bringing the stress intensity estimate for

the circular flaw in agreement with the theoretical value. The

NASTRAN estimate for the semi-circular surface flaw, after

normalizing by this factor, is in good agreement with other solu-

tions for this problem. The estimate obtained from the NASTRANK
analysis is K = 0.647, from Smith and Sorensen (Reference 3)

is 0.653, from Hartranft and Sih (Reference 8) is 0.668, and

from Tracey (Reference 9) is 0.662.
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TABLE A-2
NASTRAN FINITE ELEMENT RESULTS

NORMALIZED STRESS INTENSITY

K KNormFlaw Geometry Location

Circular Flaw in Solid - 0.608 0.637
Semicircular Surface Depth 0.618 0.647
Flaw, a/t = 0.7 Surface 0.741 0.776

Semi-elliptic Surface Depth 1.601 1.676
Flaw, a/t = 0.7, a/2c = 0.1 Surface 0.479 0.502

GP78-1063-7

The NASTRAN analysis results for the surface flaw with a/2c =

0.1 and a/t = 0.7 was used as a basis to select X7 in the slice

synthesis model. When this was accomplished, the value X.7 = 0.75

was found by trial and error to yield results consistent with

the NASTRAN analysis, as demonstrated in Figure A-10. This

value of X 7 was used in all other analyses, and good agreement

with Raju and Newman's results was obtained, as evidenced by

Figures A-1, A-2, and A-10.
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0 Riau and Newman finite element analysis
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Figure A- 1

Selection of Plate Restraint Coefficient to Match
Finite Element Results
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APPENDIX B

SURFACE FLAW GROWTH ANALYSIS ROUTINE

INPUT DEFINITIONS

The computer program has the following inputs:

1. title describing material and product form for reference

(TITLE)

2. critical stress intensity factor (KSUBC)

3. number of points in da/dN table (NDADN)

4. stress intensity factor range and crack growth rate for

each point in da/dN table (DK(I), DADNA (I)).

5. initial surface flaw depth and length, material thick-

ness, width and maximum stress in spectrum of interest

(A, C, T, W, SMAX)

6. number of cycles analyzed between printout of stress

intensity factor and crack growth (NPRNT).

DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT

The program outputs include title, A, C, T, W, SMAX, and a

summary of a, A' KA' and c, B KB printed at the end of each

specified print interval. The print interval is reduced by a

factor of ten where a exceeds 0.8t and again when transition to

a through crack occurs. The stress intensity correction factors,

8A' and aB are defined as

KA
a

A c=a C

KB co0 s n[c B

B O1 A

w

GP78 0753 80
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LISTING OF PROGRAM

C TIIIS PROGRAM COMPUTES CRACK CROWTH AT SURFACE AND THROUCH DEPTH
C FOP A SENIELLIPTICAL SURFACE FLAV. STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS
C ARE BASED ON TICAIR SLICE SYNTHESIS MODEL RESULTS. CRACK
C FRONT PENETRATION OF BACK FACE IS PREDICTED BY LINFAR FYTRAPOLATION
C OF STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR RESULTS. ASSUMED LOADING IS CONSTANT
C AMPLITUDE, R=O., SINUSIODAL LOADINC. PROCRAN WAS DEVELOPED BY
C C.F.SAFF OF MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT CO., ST. LOUIS, MISSOUPI,

C TELEPHOFE (314) 232-3356.
C

INTECER TITLE(20)
REAL AC(4,4),EC(4,4),AD(4,4),ED(4,4),DADNA(25),DY(25),KSUBC
DATA AC/-O.333,1.516,-0.5P1,O.076,-1.n47, 1.735,-O.59,0.026,
&4.618,-9.74,5.441,-0.669,-3.547,P.12,-4.F24,0.669/
DATA BC/O.426,0.654,-O.3P5,0.054,0.044,0.09,-O.121,0.027,
&-2.109,3.329,-l.089,0.096,lI.P89,-3.10P, 1.273,-0.15/

DATA AD/0.0955,0.634,0.624,-0.676,-O.O92,O.511 ,-0.6Pl,
&O.3F5,0.35S,-l.F75,1.69P,-0.550,-0.280,1.232,-O.17P7,-0.341/
DATA BD/0.000788,0.956,0.2F1,-0.494,0.G154,-.0992,0.167,-0.0426,
&O.00607,-.0396,-0.0356,O.314,0.0177,-0.116,O.25F,-0.26P/
PI-3. 14159265

C
C INPUTS ARE - TITLE
C VSUBC
C NDADN
C DY(25),DADNA(25)
C A,C,T,W, SMAY
C NPRNT
C
C MATERIAL PARAIIETERS
C
C TITLE DESCRIBES MATERIAL & PRODUCT FORF FOR REFERENCE
C KSUBC-CRITICAL STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR FOR VATERIAL THICKNESS

C NDADN=NO. OF POINTS IN DA/DN TABLE
C DK(I)-DELTA K VALUES OF POINTS IN DA/DN TABLE
C DADNA(I)-DA/DN VALUES OF POINTS IN DA/DN TABLE
C
C GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS
C
C A-INITIAL SURFACE FLAW DEPTH
C C-INITIAL SURFACE FLAW HALF LFNGTH
C T-MATERIAL THICKNESS - CRACK DEPTH DIRFCTION
C W-MATERIAL WIDTH - CRACK SURFACE DIRECTION
C SMAX-MAXIMUM SPECTRUM STRESS APPLIED
c
C NPRNT-NO. OF CYCLES BETWEEN PRINTOUT OF K DATA AND CROWTH
C

READ(5,1000) TITLE
WRITE(6, 1010) TITLE

READ(5,1020) KSUBC
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PLAD(5,1030) rDADN
DO 10 I=1,NDADN
READ(5, 1020) DF(T) ,DADNA(I)
Df (I )=ALOCIO (D' (I))

10 DADNA(I)=ALOCIO(DADNA(M))

READ(5, 1020) A,C,T,V,SMAY
READ(5, 1030) NPFNT
INTITE(6, 1040) A,C,T,W,SNAY
ICy!K=O
IBRK=0
CYC=0.
NP=O
VRITE (6, 1050)

C
C DO LOOP 80 COMPUTFS STRFSS INTENSITY FACTOPS AP CROWTH AT

C DFPTP AND SURFACE OF FLAV

C
DO 80 1=1,100000

CYC=CYC+I
IF(ICPV.F(.I) CO TO 40
BFTAA=O.
BETAB =0
DO 20 Jl=1,4
J=J 1-I
DO 20 Kl=1,4

K=F, I- I
ACOEF=AC (J l, Yl)

BCOEF=BC(J I, I)
IF(A.CT.C) ACOEF=AD(JI,Fli)
IF(A.CT.C) BCOEF=BD(JI,K1)
BETAA=BETAA+ACOEF*(C/A)**(J/2 .) *(A/T)**y

20 BETAB=BETAB+BCOFF*(C/A)**(J/2.)*(A/T)**Y
BETAB=BETAB*SORT (A/C)

C
C STRESS INTENSITY FACTOP EXPRESSIONS ARF ASSUMgED COOD UNTIL

C FLAW DFPTH EXCEEDS 90% OF THICYNESS. VALUES AT A/T=O.F AND

C A/T=0.9 ARE USED FOR FXTRAPOLATIONS BFYOND A/T=0.9.

C
IF(A.LT.C.F*T) CO TO 50
NPRNT=NPRNT/ 10
IF(NPRNT.IT.1) NPRNT=1
ICHY=I
A1=0•8*T
A2=0.9*T
BA 1-0.
BA2=0.
BB1=0.
BB2=0.
DO 30 Jl=1,4
J=Jl-1
DO 30 Kl=1,4

Y -Kl-1
ACOEF -AC (J I, K 1)
BCOEF-BC(JI,Kl)

IF(A.GT.C) ACOEF=AD(Jl,Yl)

IF(A.GT.C) BCOEF=BD(JI,Kl)
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BAI=BAI+ACOFF*(C/A)**(J/2 .)*(Al/T)**K

BA2-BA2+ACOEF*(C/A)**(J/2.) *(A2/T)**V
BBI-BBI+BCOEF*(C/A)**(J/2.)*(Al/T)**K

30 BB2=BB2+BCOEF*(C/A)**(J/2.)*(A2/T)**K
BBl I-BB *SRT(A/()
BB2-BB2*SQRT(A/C)

40 BLTAB=(A-A1)/(A2-A1)*(FB2-BB1)+EB1
BETAA=BETAB*EA1/BB 1

50 AK=BETAA*SMAX*SORT(PI*A)
BK-BETAB*StIAX*SCRT(PI*C/COS(PI*C/))

IF(IBRK.NE.1) CO TO 60

WRITE(6, 1070) CYC,A,BETAA,AK,C,BETAB,BK
WRITE (6, 1100)

IBRK-IBRK+I
GO TO 70

60 IF(I.LT.NP) CC TC 70
NP-NP+NPRNT
WRITE(6,1070) CYC,A,BFTAA,AY,C,BETAB,P

C

C FRACTURE IS ASSUMED TO OCCUR WHENEVFR THE STRESS INTENSITY

C FACTOR AT EITHER THE SURFACE OR THE DEPTH EXCEEDS VSUBC.

C
70 IF(AK.CT.FSUBC) GO TO 120

IF(BK.CT.KSUBC) CO TG 130
C

C DA/DN LOOK UP IS LOC(DA/DN) VS. LOC(DFLTA K). CRACK CROWTH RATE

C CURVE IN TlF IEPTH PIRECTION IS ASSUFED SAYF AS ALONC SURFACE.

C

AK I-ALOC 10 (AK)
BKI-ALOC10 (BK)

CALL TLU(DY,DAPNA,NDADN,AKl,ADADN)
CALL TLU(DK,DADNA,NDADN,BK ,BDADN)

ADADN=1O.**ADADN
BDADN=10.**BDADN
A-A+ADADN
C-C+BDADN

C

C CRACK IS ASSUMED TO CROW AT A FIYED A/C RATIO AFTFR CRACK

C FRONT BREAKTHROUGH UNTIL BETAB EXCFEDS 1. THEN FLAW IS TREATED

C AS A CENTER CRACK OF LENGTH 2C.

C
IF(BETAB.CE.1.) GO TO 90

IF(A.LT.T) GO TO 80

IF(IBRK.CE.1) CO TO 80
WRITE(6, 1060)
IBRK-IBRK+l

80 CONTINUE
90 WRITE(6, 1080)

WRITE(6,1070) CYC,A,BETAA,AY,C,FFTAB,BY
A-C
WRITE (6, 1090)
WRITE(6,1070) CYC,A
DO 110 1=1,100000

CYC-CYC+l
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Ck=SM.AY*SCiT(PI*A/COS(PI*A/I,))
IF(ICYC.IT.NP) CO TO 100

WRIrE(6,1070) CYC,A
NP=N P+NPR NT- 1

100 IF(CV.CT.FSUBC) CO TO 140
C=ALOGC 10(C)

CALL TLU(PK,DAPNA,NDADN,CK,DAPN)

DADN= 1 0.**DADN
A=A+DADtN

110 CONTINUE

STOP

120 WRITE(6,1110)

WPITF(6, 1070) CYC,A,EPfTAA,Af,C,FETAB,BY

STOP

130 WRITE(6, 1120)
WRITF(6,1070) CYC,A,FETAA,AK,C,FFTAB,P

STOP

140 VRITE (6, 1130)
WRITF(6, 1070) CYC,A

STOP

1000 FORMAT (20A )

1010 FORMAT(1I1,/20A4)

1020 FORMAT(5FI0.C)

1030 FORVAT(I 10)

1040 FORMAT(/' AO = ',FP.3,' CO = ,F6.3,
W T = ',FF.3,' W = ,F6.3,/- SMAX = ',FP.3)

1050 FORMAT(/T4,'CYC',TI6,'A',T24,'BFTAA',T34 , 'KA',T44,'C',T52,

&-BFTAB',T62, 'VB / )

1060 FORMAT(- CRACY FRONT PENETRATES FACY FACF AT')

1070 F0RMAT(FS.0,2F10.4,FR.2,2FI0.4,FS. 2)

10FO FORVAT(' SURFACE CRACY PECOMFS THROUCI CPACY AT')

1090 FORMAT(// ECUIVALFNT THROUGF CRACF LFNCTP IS'/,

&T4, 'CYC',TI6,'A'/)

1100 FORMAT(IH )

1110 FORMAT(/' FRACTURE AT A-)

1120 FORMAT(/' FRACTURE AT C')
1130 FORMAT(/' THROUCH CRACK FRACTURE')

END

C
C

C

SUBROUTINE TLU(X,Y,N,XVAL,YVAL)

DIMENSION X(N),Y(N)

IF(X(N).CE.YVAL) GO TO 10

I -N

GO TO 30

10 DO 20 I=I,N

IF(Y(I).CE.XVAL) GO TO 30

20 CONTINUE

30 IF(I.EQ.1) 1=2
YVAL-(Y(l)-Y(I-1))/(X(l)-Y (T-1))*(YVAI,-X(I-1))+Y(I-1)

RETURN
END
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SAMPLE INPUT

lIP 9-4-. 30 STEEL IN SALT WATEP AT 10 CPS
120.0000 212.0000 212.0000

17 10.
13.0000 O.P7F-6
14.0000 1.06E-6
16.0000 1.45E-6
1.0000 2.05E-6
20.0000 2.F0E-6
22.5000 4.OOE-6
25.0000 5.40E-6
30.0000 9.OOE-6
35.0000 1.30E-5
40.0000 1.5E-5
45.0000 2.40E-5
50.0000 3.OE-5
60.0000 4.50E-5
70.0000 6.20E-5
P0.0000 F.90E-5
90.0000 1.45F-4

100.0000 3.OOE-4
0.00 0.011 0.26 1. 1P5.

100
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OUTPUT FOR SAMPLE INPUT

fTP 9-4-.30 STEEl IN SALT WATER AT 10 CPS

A0 C .008 CO = .0i
T = .260 1 = 1.000

SMAY = 185.000

CYC A BFTAA FA C UETAF KE

1. .0080 .7747 22.73 .0110 .6412 22.06

100. .004 .7703 23.18 .0114 .6467 22.64

200. .0089 .7662 23.67 .0118 .6520 23.24

300. .0093 .7624 24.18 .0123 .6570 23.87

400. .0098 .7589 24.71 .0128 .6616 24.51

500. .0104 .7556 25.27 .0133 .6659 25.18

600. .0110 .7526 25.Q5 .0139 .6700 25.8

700. .0116 .7498 26.47 .0145 .6738 26.60

800. .0122 .7473 27.12 .0151 .6773 27.35

900. .0129 .7450 27.80 .0159 .6806 28.13

1000. .0137 .7429 28.52 .0167 .6837 2P.05

1100. .0145 .7410 29.28 .0175 .6866 29.80

1200. .0154 .7393 30.08 .0184 .6F93 30.70

1300. .0163 .7377 30.91 .0194 .6910 31.63

1400. .0173 .7362 31.79 .0205 .6944 32.60

1500. .0184 .7350 32.70 .0216 .6967 33.61

1600. .0195 .7339 33.66 .022P .6op8 34.66

1700. .0207 .7330 34.f7 .0241 .70O8 35.76

1800. .0221 .7324 35.73 .C256 .7026 36.90

1900. .0235 .7319 36.85 .0271 .7043 38.11

2000. .0250 .7315 3F.04 .02F8 .7059 39.3F

2100. .0267 .7312 39.29 .0307 .7075 40.73

2200. .0286 .7308 40.62 .0327 .7093 42.16

2300. .0306 .7305 42.00 .034F .7112 43.66

2400. .0327 .7303 43.45 .0372 .7129 45.23

2500. .0350 .7302 44.97 .0397 .7148 46.F8

2600. .0375 .7302 46.57 .0424 .7166 48.61

2700. .0402 .7303 48.24 .0454 .7184 50.43

2800. .0431 .7306 50.00 .0485 .7203 52.34

2900. .0462 .7310 51.86 .0520 .7221 54.36

3000. .0496 .7315 53.82 .0558 .7240 56.50

3100. .0533 .7322 55.90 .0599 .7261 58.79

3200. .0573 .7329 58.11 .0644 .7283 61.23

3300. .0616 .7336 60.45 .0693 .7309 63.84

3400. .0664 .7345 62.93 .0746 .7337 66.64

3500. .0716 .7355 65.59 .0805 .7367 69.65

3600. .0773 .7371 68.46 .0870 .7398 72.92
3700. .035 .7396 71.65 .0944 .7426 76.50

3800. .0905 .7426 75.24 .1028 .7461 80.57

3900. .0986 .7479 79.55 .1132 .7490 85.33

4000. .1086 .7561 85.10 .1266 .7520 91.35

4100. .1230 .7750 94.34 .1488 .7529 100.79

FRACTURF AT C

4177. .1501 .80F4 113.01 .1908 .7632 120.30
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APPENDIX C

CRACK GROWTH ANALYSIS ROUTINE INCLUDING

ENVIRONMENT-LOAD INTERACTION EFFECTS

INPUT DEFINITIONS

The computer program has the following inputs:

Analysis inputs include

1. title identifying problem (TITLE)

2. threshold stress intensity factor (DELKTH)

3. initial crack length (AZERO)

4. stress ratio correction parameter, plastic zone size

correction factor, and shut-off overload ratio (ALPHA,

ROOT, OLMAX)

5. stress intensity correction factor type (ICOR)

6. for single and double cracks from holes (ICOR = 1 or 2,

respectively), radius of the hole and shortest distance

perpendicular to the load from hole center to the plate

edge (RADIUS, ECCEN) are input; for constant shape semi-

elliptical surface flaws (ICOR = 3) the flaw aspect

ratio, plate thickness, and shortest distance from

crack center to plate edge, (A, C, THICK, ECCEN) are

input; and for a through crack (ICOR = 4), the shortest

distance from the crack center to plate edge (ECCEN) is

input.

7. if a stress intensity factor correction table is to be

used, the number of points in the table (NPTS), and the

crack length and K correction factors for each point

(TABLEA(I), TABLEB(I)), are input.

8. number of spectrum repetitions to be analyzed (NBLKS)

9. design limit stress (DLS)

10. number of flights between printouts of accumulated time,

crack length, and reference K (PRTFLTS)

11. index for consideration of environmental effects, 0 if

no load-environment interaction is to be considered,

1 if load-environment interaction will be considered
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Material data inputs include one data set if load-environment

interaction is not considered, two data sets if load-environment

interaction is considered. The two data sets describe high

frequency, sinusoidal wave crack growth rate data and low

frequency, trapezoidal wave data. The single data set used for

analysis without load-environment interaction is the same as the

first of the following sets.

High frequency, sinusoidal wave data (used with or without load-

environment interaction effects)

1. title identifying material, product form, and loading

(TITLE)

2. critical stress intensity factor for material thickness,

monotonic tensile yield stress, cyclic tensile yield

stress (KSUBC, TYLD, CYLD)

3. number of points in da/dN table and sine wave frequency

(NDADNA, FA)

4. AK and da/dN values of points in table (DKA(I), DADNA(I))

Low frequency, trapezoidal wave data (used only for load-

environment interaction effects)

1. title identifying material, product form, and loading

(TITLE 2)

2. critical stress intensity factor for material tnickness,

raonotonic tensile yield stress, cyclic tensile yield

stress (KSUBC, TYLD, CYLD)

3. number of points in da/dN table and trapezoidal wave

frequency (NDADNB, FB)

4. ANK and da/dN values of points in table (DKB(I), DADNB(I))

Spectrum inputs include:

1. title identifying spectrum (TITLE)

2. number of stress levels in spectrum and number of flights

(landings) represented by spectrum (NLYR, FLTS)

3. stress level and time increment for each half cycle

(SMAX(I), TIME (I))
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DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT

The program outputs include titles of analysis, material, and

spectrum input data sets, design limit stress (DLS), initial flaw

length (AZERO), and a table of elapsed flights (landings), crack

length, and reference stress intensity factor printed at the

interval specified by PRTFLTS. When Kmax exceeds K c, fracture

is predicted to occur and the flight in the spectrum, crack

length at fracture, and Kmax is printed.
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LISTIAG OF PROGRAM

C THIS PROCRAM COMPUTES SPFCTRUV CRACF GROWTH
C INCLUDINC ACCELERATICN DUE TO SUSTAINED LOADINC

C IN AN ACGRFSSIVE EVVIRONlFNT. TFF WIILLENBORC

C MODEL IS USED TO PREDICT SPFCTPUM LOAD

C INTFRACTIOF EFFFCTS. A LINEAR SUMMATION APPROACF

C IS USED TO PRE'ICT ENVIRONVFNTAI ACCELERATION.

C CYCLE-BY-CYCLE ANALYSIS IS USED. PROCAM WAS
C DEVELOPFD BY C..SAFF OF CPONNE.L AIRCRAFT CC.,
C ST. LOUIS, FISSOURI, TILFPFOIE (314) 232-3356.

C

DIMENSION SMAY(1000),TIMF (1000) ,ARPAY (100), SNARAY (100)
INTEGER RETARD,TITLE(20)

REAL KMAX, KIIN, FSUBC, E,YFFF, E INEFF
COM!MON/A/A, RADIUS, ECCFN,AOC, TH ICY ,PTS, TABIEA (50) ,TAFLFH(50)
PI=3.14159265

RETARD=O

C

C READ AND ECHO INPUT DATA

C

C ANALYSIS INPUTS INCLUDE-
C

C TITLE WHICH IDENTIFIES PROELEM

C DELITH=THRFSHOLD STRESS INTENSITY FACTOP
C AZERO-INITIAL CRACF LENCTH

C ALPI!A=STRFSS PATIO CORPECTION

C ROOT2-PLASTIC ZONE SIZE FACTOR

C OLNAX=SHUT-OFF OVERLOAD RATIO

C ICOR=STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR CORRECTION TYPE

C 1=SINCLE CRACK FPOM HOLE

C 2-DOUBLE CRACK FROM HOI F
C 3=Sa I-EL,IPTICAL SURFACE FLAW (FIYED A/C)
C 4=TFROUGH CRACK
C RADIUS=RADIUS OF CRACYED HOLE

C ECCEN=SKCRTEST DISTANCE PERPENDICULAR TO LOAD
C FROM HOLE CENTER TO PLATE EDGE
C AOC-RATIO OF S'RFACF CRACY DEPTH TO FALF LFNCTH

C TIICK=PLATE THICK 1ESS
C ECCEN=SPORTEST DISTANCE FRON CRACY CENTER TO PLATF EPCF

C NPTS=NO. OF POINTS IN STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR CORRECTION TABLE

C TAPLEA(I),TABLEB(I)=CRACK LFNCTH AND Y-CORRECTION

C FACTOR VALUE FOR TABLE

C NBLKS-NO. OF SPECTRL1 REPETITIONS TO BE ANALYZED

C DLS=DESICN LIIT STRESS

C PRT FLTS=NO. OF FLIGFTS FFTWEEN PRINTOUTS OF ACCUMULATED

C TIME,CRACK LENCTH,AND REFERENCE K

C NEN-INDEX FOR CONSIDERATION OF ENVIRONVENTAL EFFECTS
C O=SINGLE DA/DN CURVE IS TO BE USED

C NO FREOUENCY EFFECT CONSIDERED
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C I=FFVIRONVFNTAL EFFECT WILL PE CONSIDFPFP
C INPUT HIGH Fprf. SINE WAVE DATA 6
C LOW FREC. TRAPFZOIDAL WAVF DATA
C

READ(1, 2200) TITLF

REAFD(1,1000) DELYTH
READ(1,1000) AZERO
RFAD(1,1000) AIPHA,ROOT2,CLMAX
IF(ALPPA.LT.-I.85) ALPFA--1. 5
READ(1,2000) ICOE
OUTPUT, ICOR
CO TO (10,10,20,30),ICCP

IC READ(1,1000) RADIUS,ECCEN
GO TO 40

20 READ(1,1000) AOC,THICF,ECCEF
CO TO 40

30 READ(1,1000) ECCEN
40 READ(1,2000) NPTS

IF(NPTS.LE.C) CO TO 60
OUTPUT,NPTS
DO 50 I=1,NPTS

50 READ(1,1000) TABLFA(l),TABLEB(I)
60 READ(1,2000) NBLKS

READ(1,1000) DLS
READ(1,1000) PRTFLTS
READ(1,2000) NEN
WRITE(6,2300) TITLE

C
C READ MATERIAL GROWTH RATE DATA
C
C COMPUTE DA/DT AND DA/DN
C

IF(NEN.EC.0) GO TO 80
CALL ENVIR(CARRAY,StARAY,NDADN,KSUBC,TYLD,CYLD,

&AA, BB, CC, DD)
DO 70 I-1,NDADN
SNARAY(I)=ALOG1O(SNARAY(I) *(KSUBC-CARRAY(I))/KSUBC)

70 CARRAY(I)=ALOC10(CARRAY(I))
GO TO 100

C
C DA/DN INPUTS INCLUDE-
C
C TITLE DESCRIBES MATERIAL & PRODUCT FORM FOR REFERENCE
C KSUBC-CRITICAL STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR FOR MATERIAL THICKNESS
C TYLD-MONOTONIC YIELD STRESS
C CYLD-CYCLIC YIELD STRESS
C NDADN-NO. OF POINTS IN DA/DN TABLE
C DK(I)-DELTA K VALUES OF POINTS IN DA/DN TABLE
C DADNA(l)-DA/DN VALUES OF POINTS IN DA/DN TABLE
C

FO READ(2,2200) TITLE
READ(2,1000) KSUBC,TYLD,CYLD
READ(2,1000) NDADN
DO 90 I-I,NDADN
READ(2,1000) CAFRAY(I),SNARAY(1)
SNARAY(I)=ALOC10(SNARAY(I)*(KSUBC-CARRAY(I))/YSUBC)
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90 CAPRAY(I)=ALOCIO(CARRAY(I))

WPITE(6,2350) TITLE

C
C RFAD SPECTRUT' INPUT DATA

C
C SPECTRU DATA INPUTS INCLUDE-

C
C TITLE WHICH IDErTIFIES SPECTRUM INPUT
C NLYR=NO. OF STRESS LEVELS IN SPECTRUN
C FLTS=NO. OF FLIGHTS (LANDINGS) REPRESENTFD BY SPECTRUm
C SMAY(I)=STRESS LEVEL FOR FACH HALF CYCLF
C TIIIE(I)=TIME INCREMENT FOP, FACH HALF CYCLE

C
100 READ(4,2200) TITLE

READ(4,2000) NLYR,FLTS

DO 110 I=I,NLYR

RFAD(4,1000) Sf-AX(l),TIME(I)

SMAX(I)=SMAX(I)*DLS/100.

110 CONTINUE

WRITE(6,2350) TITLE

WRITE(6,3460) NBLKS,LLS

C
C SET UP FOR CYCLIC GROWTH ANALYSIS

C
ZK=O.33045+0.15164*ALPIIA-O.01476*ALPHA**2

FR=CYLD/TYLD-1.
ZK=ZK*(I .+0.6*FR-0. 156*FB**2)

SIGMAY=CYLD
A-AZ ERO

ASUB P=AZ ERO
CALL BETA(ICOR,BETAT)

WRITE(6,4300) A

PFLTS=O.

ILANI-625

ILAN2-250
WRITE(6,3500)

C
C CYCLIC GROWTH ANALYSIS

C

SMIN-O.
DO 230 JI=I,NBLYS
DO 220 J4=1,NLYR

DADN-O.

SIGMAX-SMAX (J4)

C
C THE FOLLOWING LINES WERE ADDED TO PROGRAM TO
C MODIFY SPECTRUM INPUT FOR INFREQUENT HIGH LOADS

C
IF(J4.NE.30) CO TO 130
IF(JI.NE.ILAN2) GO TO 120

SIGMAX-O .81 8*DLS

ILAN 2-J 1+500

120 IF(JI.NE.ILAN1) GO TO 130
SICMAX-DLS

ILAN I-J 1+1250
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C
C COF.PUTE KMAX & KNIN
C

130 IF(SIGMAX.LT.SMIN) GO TO 210
KMIN-SMIN*SQRT(PI*A) *BETAT
R-SMIN/SIGMAX

IF(KNIN.LT.SKMIN) SKIN=KIN
KMAX-SICMAX*SQRT(PI*A) *BETAT
RETARD = I

IF(A.CE.ASUBP) CO TO 160
C
C COMPUTE EFFECTIVE KNAX & KMIN
C

SICREF-(SIGMAY*SQRT(2.*(ASUBP-A)/A))/BETAT/SQRT(ROOT2)

SIGRED-SIGREF-SIGMAX
IF(OLMAX.NE.0.) GO TO 140
PHI-I.
GO TO 150

140 THRSLD=DELKTH*(1.-R**2)
PHI-(1 .-THRSLD/KMAX)/(OLNIAX-1.)

SIGRED-PHI*SICRED
150 IF(SIGRED.LT.0.) SICRED=0.

SICMAX-S ICMAX-S ICR ED
IF(SICIAX.LE.O.) GO TO 210
KMNEFF-KMIN-SIGRED*SQRT(PI*A)*BETAT
IF(KMNEFF.LT.O.) KMNEFF=O.
KIGXEFF-SICMAX*SQRT(PI *A) *BETAT

REF F-IMNEFF/KMXEFF
C
C COMPARE EFFECTIVE PLASTIC ZONE INTERFACE WITH PREVIOUS
C INTERFACE
C

RSUBYI-(KMAX**2-3 ./32.*SIIIN**2 )/2 ./PI*ROOT2/SIGMAY**2
IF(A+RSUEYI.LT.ASUBP) GO TO 170

C
C THIS CYCLE IS NOT RETARDED
C

160 RETARD-0
RSUBY- (KNAX**2-3./32.*SKNIN**2)/2./PI*ROOT2/SIGMAY**2
ASUBP-A+RSUBY
SKMIN-1 .E20
KMXEFFKIAX
KMlNEFF-K IN
REFF-KM IN/KMAX

C
C COMPUTE DA/DN
C

170 IF(KMXEFF.LE.kWNEFF) GO TO 180
IF(KMAX.GE.KSUBC) GO TO 240
THRSLD-DELKTH*( 1 .- R**2)
DELTAK-YMXEFF* ( I.-REFF)
IF(DELTAK.LE.THRSLD) GO TO 180
DELK,(l.-REFF)*(I.-(l.-REFF)*ZK)/(Io-ZK)*KMXEFF
IF(REFF.LToOo) DELK,(I.-ZK*EXP(0.1*REFF))*KMXEFF/(I•-ZK)
DELTAK-ALOC I0 (DELK)
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CALL TL (CARRAY,SNARAY,NDADN,DELTAK,DADN)
DAIN=1 0.**DADN*IKSUBC/ (KSUBC-Y,AY)

C
C COMPUTE ENVIRONMENTAL ACCELERATION

C
10 IF(NEN.EQ.0) GO TO 210

IF(TIME(J4).EQ.0.) GO TO 210
F=0. 5/7 [KF (J4)
IF(R.GT.O.9) GO TO 190

DADTL=CC+DD/KMYEFF
GO TO 200

190 DADTL=AA+EB/KMYEFF

F=I ./TIME(J4)
200 IF(DADTL.LT.-99.) DADTL=-99.

EDADN=10 .**DADTL/F
DADN =DADN+E DADN

C
C INCREMENT A AND COMPUTE STRESS INTENSITY CORRECTION

C
210 A=A+DADN

SNIN=SNAX(J4)
IF(DADN.LE.0.) GO TO 220
IF(RDADN .LT.DADN) RDADN=DADN

CALL BETA(ICOR,BETAT)
REFK-=DLS*SQRT(PI*A)*EETAT

IF(RETARD.EQ.0) ASUhP=ASUHP+DADN
220 CONTINUE

C
C PRINT RESULTS
C

CFLTS=FLTS*J 1
IF(CFLTS-PFLTS.LT.PRTFLTS) GO TO 230

PFLTS-PFLTS+PPTF LTS
WARITE(6,4400) CFLTS,A,REFY

230 CONTINUE
GO TO 250

240 WRITE(6,4100)
CFLTS=FLTS*J 1

WRITE(6,4200) CFLTS,A,REFK

250 STOP 1776
1000 FORMAT(5FI0.0)

2000 FORMAT(Il0,5FI0.O)
2200 FORMAT(20A4)
2300 FORMAT(1JH 1,/20A4)
2350 FORMAT(/IX,20A4)

3460 FORMAT(/T2,18,' BLOCKS AT ',E12.5,' PSI DESIGN LIMIT STRESS')

3500 FORMAT(' FLIGHTS A REFK'/)
4100 FORMAT(/68(IH*)/IX,'KMAX EXCEEDS KSUBC. PROBLEM ',

+'TERMINATED'/68(H*)/,IX,'LAST CALCULATED VALUES ARE'/)

4200 FORMAT(lX,'FLICHT IN SPECTRUM ',F16.2/
+ IX,'CRACK LENGTH ',E16.8/
+ 1X,-REFK ',E16.8)

4300 FORMAT(// BEGIN SPECTRUM CRACE GROWTH ANALYSIS, A -',FIO.5/)

4400 FORMAT(F8.O,FIO.5,FlO.5)
END
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C
C
C

SUBROUTINE TLU (X,Y,N,XVAL,YVAL)
C
C TABLE LOOK UP ROUWTINE
C

DIMENSION X(N ),Y(N)
IF(X(N).CE.XVAL) GO TO 10
I-N
GO TO 30

10 DO 20 I=1,N
IF(X(I).CE.XVAL) GO TO 30

20 CONTINUE
30 IF(I.EQ.1) 1-2

YVAL- (Y (l)-Y (I -1 ))/(X (I)-X (I-1) )* (XVAL-X (I-1) )+Y (I-1)

RETURN
END

C
C
C

SUBROUTINE BETA(ICOR,BETAT)
C
C STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR CORRECTIONS
C

COHMON/A/A,RADIUS,ECCEN,AOC,THICK,NPTS,TABLEA(50),TABLEB(50)

DATA PI/3.14159265/
GO TO (10,20,30,40),ICOR

C
C SINGLE THROUGH CRACK FROM OPEN HOLE
C

10 AAI=I./COS(PI*(A+2.*RADIUS)/2./(2.*ECCEN-A))

IF(AAI.LE.0.) AAI=I.E20
BOWIE-O.6762062+(0.8733015/(0. 3245442+A/RADIUS))
BETAT.BOWIE*SQRT(AA 1)
GO TO 50

C
C DOUBLE THROUGH CRACK FROM OPEN HOLE
C

20 AAI=I./COS(PI*(A+RADIUS)/2./ECCEN)
IF(AAl.LE.0.) AAl-I.E20
BOWIE-O.9438510+(0.6805078/(0. 2771965+A/RADIUS))
BETAT-BOWIE*SQRT(AA 1)
GO TO 50

C
C NEWMAN'S SEMI-ELLIPTICAL SURFACE FLAW CORRECTION
C

30 AT-A/THICK
IF(AT.CT.O.95) GO TO 35
YMW=1./SQRT(COS(PI*A/2./AOC/ECCEN))

XM1-.13-0. I*AOC
Q-I .+1 . 47*AOC**1.64
XME-XMI+SQRT(Q/AOC-Xil )*AT**(2.+8.*AOC**3)

BETAT-XMW*XME/SQRT (Q)
GO TO 50
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35 A=(SQRT(AOC)+l.)**2*EETAT**2*A/4.
ICOR=4

C
C CENTER CRACK -FINITE WIDTH
C

40 AAI=I./COS(PI*A/2./ECCLN)
IF(AA1.LT.0.) AA1=1.E20
BETAT=SQRT (AA 1)

C
C TABULAR CORRECTION
C

50 IF(NPTS.EQ.O) CO TO 60

CALL TLU(TABLEA,TABLFB,NPTS,A,C6Rl)
BETAT=BETAT*COR I

60 RETURN
END

C
C
C

SUbROUTINE ENVIR(DKA,DADNA,NDADNA,KSUBC,TYLD,CYLD,
&AA, BB,CC,DD)

C
C COMPUTATION OF SUSTAINED LOAD GROWTH DATA
C FOR AGGRESSIVE ENVIRONMENT
C

DIMENSION AK(32),DADNA(50),DADNB(50),DYA(50),DKB(50)
DIMENSION DADT(32),DKC(32),DKD(50),DADND(50)
INTEGER TITLEI(20),TITLE2(20)

REAL KSUBC
DATA AK/l.,2.,3.,4.,5.,6.,7.,8.,9.,10.,12.,14.,16., 18.,20.,22.5,
&25.,30.,35.,40.,45.,50.,60.,70.,FO.,90.,100.,110.,120.,130.,
&140.,150./

C
C
C READ DA/DN DATA FOR 10 CPS , R=0, SINE WAVE
C
C INPUT FOR SINUSOIDAL WAVE DATA INCLUDES-
C
C TITLE1 WHICH IDENTIFIES MATERIAL & PRODUCT FORM FOR REFERENCE
C KSUBC-CRITICAL STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR FOR MATERIAL THICKNESS
C TYLD-MONOTONIC TENSILE YIELD STRESS
C CYLD-CYCLIC TENSILE YIELD STRESS
C NDADNA-NO. OF POINTS IN DA/DN TABLE (SINE WAVE)
C FA-SINE WAVE FREQUENCY
C DKA(l)-DELTA K VALUES OF POINTS IN DA/DN TABLE
C DADNA(I)=DA/DN VALUES OF POINTS IN DA/DN TABLE
C
C

READ(2,1000) TITLEI

1000 FORMAT(20A4)
READ(2,1000) KSUBC,TYLD,CYLD
READ(2,2000) NDADNA,FA

2000 FORMAT(II0,5FI0.0)

DO 10 I-1,NDADNA
READ(2,3000) DYA(I),DADNA(I)
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3000 FORMAT(8FIO.4)
DKA(I )-ALOG IO(DKA(I))

10 DADNA(I)-ALOGIO(DADNA(l))
WRITE(b,1100) TITLEI

1100 FORMAT(IHI/,' DA/DT IS DETERMINED FRON '/,20A4)
C
C READ DA/DN DATA FOR 0.1 CPS, R-0, TRAPEZOIDAL WAVE
C
C INPUT FOR TRAPEZOIDAL WAVE DATA INCLUDES-
C
C TITLE2 WHICH IDENTIFIES MATERIAL & PRODUCT FORM FOR REFERENCE
C KSUBC-CRITICAL STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR FOR MATERIAL THICKNESS
C TYLD-MONOTONIC TENSILE YIELD STRESS
C CYLD-CYCLIC TENSILE YIELD STRESS
C NDADNB-NO. OF POINTS IN DA/DN TABLE (TRAPEZOIDAL WAVE)
C FB-TRAPEZOIDAL WAVE FREQUENCY
C DKB(l)=DELTA K VALUES OF POINTS IN DA/DN TABLE
C DADNB(I)-DA/DN VALUES OF POINTS IN DA/DN TABLE
C
C

READ(3,1000) TITLE2
RFAD(3,3000) KSUBC,TYLD,CYLD
READ(3,2000) NDADNB,FB

DO 20 I-1,NDADNB
READ(3,3000) DKB(I),DADNB(l)
DKB(I)-ALOGI0(DKB(I))

20 DADNB(I)=ALOGIO(DADNB(I))
WRITE(6,1200) TITLE2

1200 FORMAT(/ AND'/,20A4//)
C
C DETERMINE DA/DT
C

DNLIM-DKA( 1)
IF(DNLIM.LT.DKP( 1)) DNLIM=DKB( 1)
UPLIM-DKA(NDADNA)
IF(UPLIM.GT.DKB(NDADNB)) UPLIM=DKB(NDADNB)
DO 40 J-1,32
DO 30 1-1,32
BK-ALOG1O(AK(I))
IF(BK.LT.DNLIM) GO TO 30
IF(BK.CT.UPLIM) GO TO 45

CALL TLU(DKA,DADNA,NDADNA,BK,DADNI)
CALL TLU(DKB,DADNB,NDADNB,BK,DADN2)
DADNI-10.**DADN 1
DADN21O.**DADN2
IF(DADN2.LE.DADNI) GO TO 30
GO TO 35

30 CONTINUE
35 DADT(J)-(DADN2-DADN1)*FB

DKC(J)-=1O.**BK
DNLIM-ALOGIO(AK(I+))

40 CONTINUE
45 NDADT-J-1

IF(NDADT.CT.0) GO TO 46
AA--30.
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BB=O •
CC=-30.
DD=O -
GO TO 140

C
C MAKE SURE DA/DT IS MONOTONIC

C
46 N=NDADT

NN=N-1
DO 100 I=1,NN

IF(I.GT.N-1) GO TO 100

60 IF(DADT(I).LT.DADT(I+1)) GO TO 100

M=I+l
N=N-i
IF(I.EQ.1) GO TO 80

IF(M.GT.N) CO TO 100

DO 70 J=M,N
DKC(J)=DKC(J+I)

70 DADT(J)=DADT(J+l)
GO TO 60

80 DO 90 J=I,N
DKC(J)=DKC(J+l)

90 DADT (J)=DADT (J+1)

GO TO 60
100 CONTINUE

NDADT=N
C
C CURVE FIT LOC1O(DA/DT)
C

DO 120 I=1,NDADT

120 DADT(I)=ALOG10(DADT(I))
CALL LSTSQR(DKC,DADT,NDADT,AA,BB)

C
C INTEGRATE DA/DT FOR R=O, 1 CPS SINE WAVE

C
N=1+KSUBC/10.
IF(N.GT.10) N=10

DO 130 I=1,N
DKX=I0.* (I-I)

IF(I.EQ.1) DKX=5.

CALL GAUSS(AA,BB,DKX,CC)
DADND(I )=ALOGIO (CC)
DKD (I)=DKX

130 CONTINUE
C
C CURVE FIT LOGIO(DA/DN)
C

CALL LSTSQR(DKD,DADND,N,CC,DD)
140 CONTINUE

C
C REMOVE DA/DT FROM HIGH FREQUECY DA/DN

C
DO 150 I-1,NDADNA

DADNI=10.**DADNA(I)
DKA(I)-10.**DKA(I)
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DADN2-10.**(CC+DD/DKA(I) )/FA

DADNA(I )=DADNI-DADN2
150 CONTINUE
999 RETURN

END
C
C
C

SUBROUTINE LSTSCR(X,Y,NDA,AA,BB)

C
C LEAST SQUARES CURVE FIT OF Y=A+B/X. ROUTINE WRITTEN BY

C H.T.YOUNG, MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT CO. ST. LOUIS MO.

C
DIMENSION Y(1O0) ,X(100) ,A(20) ,B(400)
DO 10 J-1,2
DO 10 K-1,2

L - 2 * (K-i) + J
A(J)-O.O
B(L)-O.O
DO 10 M-1,NDA

A(J) - A(J) + I./X(M)**(J-1) * Y(N)
B(L) - B(L) + 1./X(F)**(J-1) * 1./X(M)**(K-I1)

10 CONTINUE
CALL SIMUL(B, A, 2, 1)
AA-A (l)
BB=A(2)
RETURN
END

C
C
C

SUBROUTINE SIMUL(A,B,N,KS)
C
C SIMULTANEOUS EQUATION SOLUTION
C

DIMENSION A(1),B(1)
TOL=0.0
KS-0
JJ--N
DO 65 J-1,N
JY-J+1
JJ-JJ+N+l

BIGA-0
IT-JJ-J

DO 30 I-J,N
IJ-IT+I
IF(ABS(BIGA)-ABS(A(IJ))) 20,30,30

20 BIGA-A(IJ)
INAX-I

30 CONTINUE
IF(ABS(BIGA)-TOL) 35,35,40

35 KS-i
RETURN

40 11-J+N*(J-2)
IT-IMAX-J
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DO 50 K=J,N
I I=I I+N
12=1 I+IT
SAVE=A (I I)
A(I 1)=A(12)
A(12)=SAVE

50 A(I1)=A(I1)/BIGA
SAVE=B(IMAX)
B(IMAX)=B(J)

B(J)=SAVE/BIGA
IF(J-N) 55,70,55

55 IQS=N*(J-1)
DO 65 IX=JY,N

IXJ=IQS+IX
IT-J-IX
DO 60 JX=JY,N
IXJX=N*(JX-1)+IX
JJX=IXJX+IT

60 A(IXJX)=A(IXJX)-(A(IXJ)*A(JJY))
65 B(IX)=B(IX)- (B(J)*A(IXJ))
70 NY=N-1

IT-N*N
DO 80 J=1,NY
IA=IT-J
IB-N-J
IC -N
DO 80 K=I,J
B(IB)=B (IB)-A (IA)*B(IC)

IA-IA-N
80 IC=IC-I

RETURN
END

C
C
C

SUBROUTINE CAUSS(AA,BB,X4,CC)
C
C 10 POINT GAUSS' RULE INTEGRATION ROUTINE
C

DIMENSION U(5),R(5)
DATA U/0.0744371695,0.216697697,0.339704784,0.432531683,

&0. 486953264/
DATA R/0.147762112,0.13463336,0.109543181,0.0747256746,

&O. 0333356722/
DATA PI/3.14159265/
A-0.
B-0.5
CI-0.5*(B+A)
C 2-B-A
S=0.
DO 20 I=1,5
W-C2*U (I)
X-C I+W
J-1

10 XK-(X4/2.*(I.-COS(2.*PI*X))
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IF(AA+BB/XK.GT.-99.) GO TO 12
Y-0.
GO TO 14

12 Y-10.**(AA+BB/XK)
14 S-S+R(I)*Y

IF(J.EQ.2) GO TO 20
X-Cl-W
J-2
GO TO 10

20 CONTINUE
CC=S*C2
RETURN
END

SAMPLE INPUT

AN4ALYSIS FILE

SURFACE FLAW ANALYSIS

0.0000
0.0195

-0.5500 0.1000 3.5000
4

0.5000
8

0.0110 0.6412
0.0126 0.6597
0.0172 0.6857
0.0315 0.7066
0.0796 0.7328

0.1216 0.7554
0.2089 0.8104
0.3237 0.8668
100000

185
250
1
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HIGH FRE)UEIACY, SINE WAVE DA/Dl DATA FILE

HP 9-4-.30 STEEL IN SALT WATER AT 10 CPS
120.0000 212.0000 212.0000

17 10.
13.0000 0.67E-6
14.0000 1.06E-6
16.0000 1.45E-6
18.0000 2.05E-6
20.0000 2.80E-6
22.5000 4.OOE-6
25.0000 5.40E-6
30.0000 9.OOE-6
35.0000 1.30E-5
40.0000 1.85E-5
45.0000 2.40E-5
50.0000 3.OOE-5
60.0000 4.50E-5
70.0000 6.20E-5
80.0000 8.90E-5
90.0000 1.45E-4
100.0000 3.OOE-4

LOW FREDUENCY, TRAPEZOIDAL WAVE DA/DA DATA FILE

HP 9-4-.30 STEEL IN SALT WATER AT 0.1 CPS
120.0000 212.0000 212.0000

17 0.1
13.0000 1.45E-6
14.0000 1.85E-6
16.0000 2.65E-6
18.0000 3.50E-6
20.0000 4.50E-6
22.5000 5.75E-6
25.0000 7.10E-6
30.0000 9.90E-6
35.0000 1•30E-5
40.0000 1.65E-5
45.0000 2.15E-5
50.0000 2•70E-5
60.0000 4.20E-5
70.0000 6•1OE-5
80.0000 8.80E-5
90.0000 1.25E-4
100.0000 1.75E-4
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SPECTRUM FIL3

F15 IAIN CEAR OUTER TRUNNION STRESS HISTORY
88 2.0000

63.5000 2.0800
63.5000 13.6000
29.9000 1.0000
46.2000 1.3300
46.2000 27.2000
29.9000 1.0000
46.2000 1.3300
46.2000 27.2000
29.9000 1.0000
46.2000 1.3300
46.2000 27.2000
-3.9000 3.5800
29.5000 .7500
25.6000 .3300
37.1000 .2000
20.5000 .4000
37.1000 .7300
20.5000 .4000
37.1000 .7300
20.5000 .4000
37.1000 .7300
20.5000 .4000
37.1000 .7300
20.5000 .4000
37.1000 .7300
20.5000 .4000
25.6000 .2000
25.6000 .3300
0.0000 .0300

41.6000 .0500
16.2000 .0300
23.5000 .4300
13.8000 .2000
47.5000 1.4300
47.5000 10.9000
20.5000 1.0000
35.0000 1.3300
35.0000 21.8000
20.5000 1.0000
35.0000 1.3300
35.0000 21.8000
20.5000 1.0000
35.0000 1.3300
35.0000 21.8000
-4.5000 3.5800
73.0000 2.0800
73.0000 13.6000
29.9000 1.0000
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53.1000 1.3300
53.1000 27.2000

29.9000 1.0000

53.1000 1.3300

53.1000 27.2000

-4.5000 3.5800

29.5000 .7500

25.6000 .3300

37.1000 .2000

20.5000 .4000

37.1000 .7300

20.5000 .4000
37.1000 .7300

20.5000 .4000
37.1000 .7300

20.5000 .4000
37.1000 .7300

20.5000 .4000
37.1000 .7300

20.5000 .4000

25.6000 .2000

25.6000 .3300

0.0000 .0300

35.0000 .0500

16.2000 .0300

23.5000 .4300

13.8000 .2000

23.5000 .5300
13.8000 .2000
54.4000 1.4300

54.4000 10.9000
20.5000 1.0000
39.7000 1.3300

39.7000 21.8000
20.5000 1.0000
39.7000 1.3300
39.7000 21.8000

-4.9000 4.3300

20.2000 .3300

-4.9000 2.2500
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OUTPUT FOR SAMPLE IdPUrl

SURFACE FLAW ANALYSIS

DA/DT IS DETERMINED FROM
HP 9-4-.30 STEEL IN SALT WATER AT 10 CPS

AND
HP 9-4-.30 STEEL IN SALT WATER AT 0.1 CPS

FI5 MAIN GEAR OUTER TRUNNION STRESS HISTORY

100000 BLOCKS AT .18500E+03 PSI DESIGN LIMIT STRESS

BEGIN SPECTRUM CRACK GROWTH ANALYSIS, A .01950

FLIGHTS A REFK

250. .02379 35.21902
500. .02939 39.63150
750. .03669 44.70988
1000. .04615 50.60169
1250. .05847 57.67840
1500. .07444 66.21555
1750. .09588 77.05014
2000. .12534 91.53994
2250. .16994 114.49061

KMAX EXCEEDS KSUBC. PROBLEM TERMINATED

LAST CALCULATED VALUES ARE

FLICHT IN SPECTRUM 2440.00
CRACK LENGTH .25650853E+00
REFK .16639628E+03
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